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This document is a user's manual for the computer program developed 
to calculate the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of upper-surface- 
blown (USB) wing-flap combinations. A vortex-lattice lifting-surface 
method is used to model the wing and multiple flaps. Each lifting surface 
may be of arbitrary planform having camber and twist, and the trailinq- 
edge flap system may consist of up to ten flaps with different spans and 
deflection angles. Coanda flaps are represented by multiple individual 
flap segments. The engine wake model consists of a series of closely 
spaced vortex rings with rectangular cross sections. The rings are 
positioned relative to a wake centerline which is located such that the 
lower boundary of the jet is tangent to the wing and flap upper surfaces. 
The two potential flow models are used to calculate the wing-flap loading 
distribution including the influence of the wakes from up to two engines 
on the semispan. The method is limited to the condition where the flow 
and geometry of the configurations are symmetric about the vertical plane 
containing the wing root chord. The results available from the program 
include total configuration forces and moments, individual lifting-surface 
load distributions, pressure distributions, individual flap hinge moments, 
and flow field calculation at arbitrary field points. 
This program manual contains a description of the use of the program, 
instructions for preparation of input, a description of the output, pro- 
gram listing, and sample cases. 
INTRODUCTION 
The short take-off and landing requirements for STOL aircraft 
necessitates a means of achieving very high lift coefficients on aircraft 
in both take-off and landing configuration. Recent experimental investi- 
gations of upper-surface-blown (USB) flap configurations have indicated 
the potential for efficient powered-lift performance at reduced ground 
noise levels. An upper surface blown flap is a STOL high lift device in 
which the jet efflux from turbofan engines mounted above the wing is 
allowed to impinge on the upper wing surface such that it becomes attached 
to the wing surface and flows aft over the wing and flap and is deflected 
by the trailing edge flap. A large amount of additional lift is produced 
through engine wake deflection and induced aerodynamic effects. 
The purpose of the analysis in reference 1 is to provide an enqineer- 
inq prediction method using potential flow models and requiring little 
use of empirically determined information, to predict the static lonqitu- 
dinal aerodynamic characteristics of USB configurations. The method 
involves the combination of a vortex-lattice lifting-surface model of the 
wing and flaps and a vortex ring model of the rectangular jet wakes. The 
two flow models are combined by direct superposition,and a tangency bound- 
ary condition is satisfied on the wing and flap surfaces. Additional 
loading is placed on the flap surfaces to account for the turning of the 
jet wake, and induced aerodynamic effects are obtained by allowing the 
additional loading to influence the loading on all other lifting surfaces. 
The computer program described in this report is an improved and 
extended version of the program of reference 2. An improved vortex-lattice 
lifting-surface method is used in which the trailing legs of the horseshoe 
vortices are allowed to bend around the flap surfaces so that all the 
trailing vorticity leaves the configuration tangent to the last flap. 
This is the same vortex lattice method described in reference 3. The jet 
centerline calculation has been automated SO that. after starting with an 
arbitrary jet location, the centerline is positioned so that it lies 
parallel to the wing and flap upper surface. The rectangular jet cross- 
sectional shape at all points along the length of the jet must be 
specified by ,the user. 
This document is a user's manual for the computer program developed 
to carry out the calculations in the USB aerodynamic prediction method. 
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Principal reliance is made herein.to reference 1 for a description of the 
details of the method and the calculation procedure. Reference 1 also con- 
tains calculated results and comparisons with data for a variety of con- 
figurations. The following sections of this report will provide a descrip- 
tion of the program,, a description of the input, a description of the 
output, a program listing, and sample cases. The notation used is the 
same as that of reference 1. 
DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM 
The purpose of this section is to describe the USB aerodynamic pre- 
diction program in sufficient detail to permit a general understanding of 
the flow of the program and to make the user aware of the analytical 
models used to represent the jets and the lifting surfaces. Basically, 
the program models the lifting surfaces with horseshoe vortices whose 
circulation strengths are determined from a set of simultaneous equations 
provided by the flow tangency boundary condition applied at a finite set 
of control points distributed over the wing and flaps. The boundary con- 
ditions include interference velocities induced by some externai source 
of disturbance such as the wake of a turbofan engine. The jet wake is 
modeled by a series of closely spaced ring vortices, rectangular in 
shape, arranged on the boundary of the jet. The strength of the vortices 
is specified by the initial velocity in the wake which is determined from 
the momentum in the jet. The jet is allowed to interact with the wing 
and flaps through the jet induced velocity field on the lifting-surface 
control points, and through additional loading on the wing and flaps. 
This additional loading represents the jet reaction force due to the 
deflection of the jet by the trailing edge flaps. 
Calculation Procedure 
The general flow of the program, shown in the flow chart in figure 1, 
proceeds as follows. After run identification information and certain 
reference quantities are read in, the wing geometry is input and the 
wing lattice layout is set up and then printed as output. This is 
accomplished in subroutine WNGLAT. Similar calculations for the flap 
surfaces are carried out in subroutine FLPLAT. This concludes the 
lifting-surface geometry specification; therefore, the influence coeffi- 
cient matrix, which is the left-hand side of the equation set and a 
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function of geometry only, can be calculated in Subroutine INFMAT. The 
matrix is triangularized (Subroutine LINEQS) for use in the solution of 
the simultaneous equations. This concludes the first section of the 
program which need be performed only once in each calculation. Provision 
is made for the storage of the triangularized matrix (Subroutine FVNOUT) 
so that recomputation is not necessary in future runs considering the 
same geometry. 
The next section of the main program is that part in which the 
solution is carried out. The first step is the input of the initial jet 
parameters (Subroutine JET) and the set up of the tangent jet centerlines 
(Subroutine JETCL) in preparation for induced velocity calculations. The 
jet induced velocity field at each lifting-surface control point is com- 
puted in Subroutine JET at this time. An additional component of induced 
velocity at each control point is induced by the additional loading on 
the flaps (Subroutine JETVEL). This additional loading represents the 
reaction force on the flaps caused by the deflection of the jet by the 
flaps. The right-hand side of the equation set is now computed in Sub- 
routine RHSCLC. Solution of the equation set in Subroutine SOLVE produces 
the values for the circulation strengths of each horseshoe vortex describ- 
ing the lifting surfaces. Given the circulation strengths and the induced 
velocity field, the load distributions on the lifting surfaces are calcu- 
lated in Subroutine LOAD and resolved into total forces and moments in 
Subroutine FORCES. 
The final calculation to be carried out, if requested, is the com- 
putation of the induced velocity field at specified field points (Sub- 
routines VELSUM, JET, and JTCIRV). This option is provided so that the 
user may investigate the induced flow field in the vicinity of a hori- 
zontal tail position or other points of interest in the flow field. 
Program Operation 
The USB prediction program is written in FORTRAN IV and has been run 
on a CDC 6600 computer. The version described in this document was 
designed to be used under the FTN compiler with level 1 or 2 optimization. 
Other compilers can be used with only minor modifications, and lower 
optimization levels can be used with the only penalty being an increase 
in run time. No tapes other than standard input and output units are 
required for a typical run, although two available options allow jet wake 
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parameters and an externally induced velocity field to be brought in via 
tape unit 4 and the storage of the influence matrix on tape unit 8 to save 
computer time on later runs. 
The main program, USBMAIN, contains one item which is not a standard 
feature of all FTN compilers. Between cards USB195 and USB207 there are 
two calls to Subroutine REQFL, a subroutine unique to the CDC 6600. This 
is a request for an adjustment in the core memory to make room for the 
influence coefficient matrix, FVN, which is stored in a one-dimensional 
array. The purpose of this adjustment is to minimize the core storage 
used until the large array is required. FVN is dimensioned for unit 
length on card USB055. If Subroutine MQFL or its equivalent is not 
.available, the following changes are required. First, remove cards 
USB195 through USB207. Second, change the dimension of the FVN array on 
card USB055 to a value which will cover the maximum number of elements 
in an influence coefficient matrix; that is, the square of the total 
number of vortex-lattice panels on the configuration of interest. Thus, 
the dimension of FVN can be made large enough to cover the largest array 
anticipated, or the minimum size array needed can be defined and the 
dimension changed as the number of vortex panels is increased. The 
maximum number of vortex panels allowed is 250. 
There is an alternative solution which minimizes storage require- 
ments for the FVN array when Subroutine REQFL is not available. Program 
USBMAIN can be turned into a subroutine with cards USB195-207 removed 
and the FVN dimension set at unity. A short main program can be written 
which consists of a blank common which sets the dimension of FVN to the 
required size and a call to Subroutine USBMAIN. In this way, a short 
five-card main program is all that need be recompiled to change the size 
of the FVN array. This alternate set up for a main program is illustrated 
in figure 2 to accommodate a maximum vortex lattice of 136 elements (for 
example). The changes to the current main program, USBMAIN, to make it 
a subroutine are also shown in this figure. 
The following is a list of the components of the USB program and a 
brief description of the function of each. 
Main Program: 
USBMAIN - controls the flow of the calculation and handles some input 
and output duties 
Subroutines: 
WNGLAT - reads in wing input data, lays out the vortex lattice on the 
the wing, and outputs wing geometric information 
FLPLAT - reads in flap input data, lays out vortex lattice on the flaps 
including wing trailing legs which lie on the flaps, and 
outputs flap geometric information 
INFMAT - calculates influence coefficient matrix 
FLVF - calculates influence function for a. finite length vortex 
filament 
SIVF - calculates influence function for a semi-infinite length vortex 
filament 
RBSCLC - calculates the right-hand side of the simultaneous equations 
for the vortex strengths 
LINEQS - triangularizes the square influence coefficient matrix 
SOLVE - solves for the circulation strengths 
LOAD - calculates the forces on the bound and trailing vorticity 
associated with each area element using the traditional method 
LOADCP - calculates the upper and lower surface pressure coefficients on 
each panel and the force associated with each area element 
FORCES - calculates and outputs the spanwise loading distributions and 
total forces and moments and pressure distribution on the com- 
plete configuration 
VELSUM - computes wing-flap induced velocity field at a specified point 
JET - reads in initial jet parameters, outputs total jet configura- 
tions, and calculates jet wake induced velocities at specified 
points 
JETCL - calculates the wake position parameters of USB jets which are 
tangent to the upper wing and flap surfaces 
CORECT - corrects field point locations relative to vortex rings to 
avoid singularities 
QRING - computes velocity components induced by a single, quadrilateral 
vortex ring at an arbitrary field point relative to the ring 
Subroutines (Concluded) 
JETVEL - calculates additional loading on flaps due to jet deflection 
JTCIRV - calculates the velocity components induced by the additional 
loading on the flaps 
TRLG - corrects horseshoe vortex trailing legs at flap junctions to 
eliminate unusually large local loadings near flap edges 
FVNOUT - stores the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix on tape 8 
for future use 
FVNIN - inputs the aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix from tape 8 
UVWOUT - stores the jet parameters and jet induced velocities at control 
points on tape 4 for use in future runs 
UVWIN - inputs the jet parameters and jet induced velocities at control 
points from tape 4 
Program Usage 
Limitations. - It should be remembered that the prediction method is 
made up of potential flow models which presume the flow to be attached to 
the lifting surfaces at all times. When applying the program to config- 
urations at very high angles of attack or to configurations with very 
large flap deflections, the predicted results will generally indicate too 
much lift as separation may exist on portions of the real model. 
The program is a model for the wing and flaps only; therefore, when 
comparing predicted results with measured characteristics on a complete 
configuration, the force and moment contributions due to such items as 
the fuselage, nacelles, and leading-edge slat must be included as 
additional items. This is illustrated in the data comparisons in 
reference 1. 
There are certain limitations and requirements in laying out the 
vortex-lattice arrangement on the lifting surfaces. These are discussed 
in detail in the input section of this manual, but several of the more 
important items are noted as follows: 
(1) Since the current version of the vortex-lattice method bends 
the trailing legs of the wing horseshoe vortices around the flaps, in 
laying out the geometry care must be taken that a flap surface not lie 
above the wing surface. For the same reason, flap surfaces may not overlap. 
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(2) The program has the capability of computing the induced velocity 
field at any specified field point, but the modeling of the wing and 
flaps with horseshoe vortex singularities can cause numerical problems 
and unrealistic answers if a field point lies too near a singularity. 
A general rule to follow when computing induced velocities is that the 
field point should not be closer to'a lifting surface than one-half the 
width of the nearest horseshoe vortex. 
Run time. - Both the vortex-lattice lifting-surface and the vortex 
ring jet models can be time consuming in a typical calculation; conse- 
quently, their combination into the USB program creates a calculation 
procedure which can be very costly in terms of computer time. Estimating 
the computation time required for a calculation is difficult because of 
the variables involved. Size of the vortex lattice, number of flaps, 
number of jets, length of the jets, spacing of the vortex rings, and 
force calculation options all help determine the total run time for a 
calculation. A list of typical execution times for different combinations 
of the above parameters is presented in Table I. Explanations of the 
force calculation options are presented in the following section. 
DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
This section describes the preparation of input for the USB computer 
program. In the following sections, some detailed information regarding 
the layout of the vortex lattice and the specification of the jet wake 
are presented. This is followed by a listing of all input variables and 
their format and positions in the input deck. The last topic in this 
section is a sample input deck illustrating a typical USB calculation. 
Vortex-Lattice Arrangement 
The vortex-lattice method used in the present USB program is identi- 
cal to the version of the vortex-lattice method presented in references 3 
and 4. The vortex-lattice method is capable of modeling the following 
characteristics of the wing and flap: 
Wing 
. Mean camber surface may have camber and twist. 
. Leading-edge sweep angle need not be constant across semispan. 
. Trailing-edge sweep angle need not be constant across semispan. 
. Taper need not be linear and there may be discontinuities in the 
local wing chords. 
. Non-zero dihedral angle is allowed, but it must be constant over the 
semispan. 
. Thickness effects are neglected. 
. Tip chord must be parallel to root chord. 
Flaps 
. A maximum of ten flaps may be considered, but no more than three 
flaps may be behind any one wing chordwise row of panels. 
. Each flap may have camber and twist, 
. Leading- and trailing-edges must be straight and unbroken on each 
flap surface. 
. Flap chord must have linear taper. 
. Thickness effects are neglected. 
. There may be slots between the flaps, but the leading edge of each 
flap lies in the plane of the adjacent upstream lifting surface. 
. Coanda flaps are modeled by multiple flap segments with no slots. 
The vortex-lattice arrangement describing the wing and flaps is 
general enough to provide good flexibility in describing the lifting 
surfaces. A maximum of thirty (30) spanwise rows of vortices may be 
used, and each lifting-surface component can have a maximum of ten (10) 
chordwise vortices. The area elements on each lifting surface have a 
uniform chordwise length at each spanwise station. In the spanwise 
direction, the widths of the area elements may be varied to fit the 
loading situations; that is, in regions of large spanwise loading gra- 
dients, the element widths may be reduced to allow closer spacing and 
more detailed load predictions. 
The maximum lattice size on the complete configuration is fixed at 
250 in the program. The elements may be distributed in any proportion 
over the wing and flaps, and for the sake of economy, considerably less 
than this total number should be used for most calculations as illustrated 
by the run times in Table I. The following comments, based on the recom- 
mendations of Appendix A of reference 5 and the authors' experience, are 
offered as an aid to selecting the proper vortex-lattice arrangement for 
a wing-flap configuration. 
Spanwise distribution. - Convergence of gross aerodynamic forces and 
moments to within 1 percent is obtained by using not less than fourteen 
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equally spaced spanwise rows of vortices. If an unequal spanwise spacing 
is required to create a locally dense region of vorticity, the initial 
spacing should be laid out approximately equal, with additional rows 
added in the regions of interest. The spanwise spacing can be adjusted 
small amounts to meet some additional requirements without changing the 
gross loading properties. For example, it is desirable that there be 
approximate symmetry in the widths of the vortex elements about the 
engine centerline station. This can cause some unusual distributions of 
lattice widths as illustrated in figure 3 where a typical lattice arrange- 
ment on the two-engine USB model of reference 6 is illustrated. In this 
case the number of spanwise vortices was limited to sixteen to minimize 
the total number of elements in the lattice. In this particular case, 
the only suggested modification in the spanwise layout would be to add 
two rows of vortices outboard of the jet to obtain more detail in the 
spanwise loading distribution. One additional row of vortices near the 
jet would also improve the spanwise loading. 
Chordwise distribution. - Results in Appendix A of reference 5 
indicate that four is the minimum number of chordwise vortices on the 
wing for best results and more than six vortices do not change the pre- 
dicted loads appreciably. A larger number of chordwise vortices on the 
wing should be used if a chordwise pressure distribution is the goal of 
the predictions. 
The number of chordwise vortices on the flaps is somewhat arbitrary. 
A rule of thumb is that the chord of the vortex element on the flap should 
not be greater than the chord of the wing elements. Generally, the chord 
of the flap elements will be much smaller than the wing elements. If 
gross forces are the objective of the prediction, two or three chordwise 
vortices per flap are all that are needed. If pressure distributions are 
desired, there should be three or more chordwise vortices per flap. The 
gross force will change very little with additional flap vortices. 
Care should be taken in laying out vortices in regions of large jet 
interference. Since interference of the jet on the lifting surfaces is 
"felt" only at the control points of the area elements, small lateral 
changes in the wake boundary can cause large changes in the wake induced 
loading if the area elements on the flap are too large. This is caused 
by the covering and uncovering of area elements whose control points fall 
near the boundary of the jet. Results indicate that if a sufficient 
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number of elements are used in the wake region of the wing and flap, the 
element sizes will be sufficiently small so that results will not be 
unduly influenced by changes in wake location. 
The chordwise distribution of lattice elements on the USB model in 
figure 3 should be considered a minimum lattice. Each of the three flap 
segments making up the Coanda flap (flaps 1, 2, and 3) have two rows of 
vortices as do each of the two flaps in the center flap region (flaps 4 
and 5). The outboard flap (flap 6), or aileron, has but one row of 
vortices. This distribution is adequate for force and moment calculations, 
but additional lattice elements should be added if the pressure distribu- 
tion .is of interest. 
Coanda flap. - The use of Coanda flaps on USB configurations presents 
some problems in setting up a vortex-lattice arrangement that are not 
evident when considering conventional flap systems. With conventional 
slotted flaps such as those used on externally blown flap configurations, 
each flap can be represented as a separate flap segment with a specified 
lattice arrangement. The flap size and deflection alge are well defined 
in this case. 
A typical Coanda flap is specified by a radius of curvature and the 
slope of the trailing edge of the flap. The slope of the trailing edge 
is usually used to define the flap deflection angle; for example, bf = 32' 
and 72O in reference 6. A vortex-lattice arrangement on a Coanda flap is 
determined by dividing the actual Coanda flap into not more than three 
individual flap segments with no gaps between the segments. Generally 
the flap segments have equal chords, but this is not a requirement. The 
deflection of each flap segment should be chosen to best represent the 
actual deflection of the Coanda flap. This is particularly important for 
power-on cases where the deflection of the jet wake contributes a large 
part of the total lift on the wing and flaps. It has been the experience 
of the author that a graphical representation of a section of the actual 
Coanda flap and the vortex-lattice model is useful in evaluating the 
quality of the lattice model. Minor adjustments in chord length and 
deflection angles as dictated by a drawing can improve the vortex-lattice 
model and the final results. 
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Jet Wake Specification 
The vortex ring model used in the USB program is a modified version 
of the vortex ring model presented in reference 4. The present program 
will handle rectangular cross-section jets with centerlines positioned 
such that the lower boundary of the jet is parallel to the upper surfaces 
of the wing and flaps. The program automatically locates the jet wake in 
the correct position with respect to the wing and flap surfaces, but the 
user is required to specify some general jet parameters such as the 
spreading of the wake and its cross sectional shape at various points 
along the length of the wake. There are several critical points on the 
jet wake which must be defined carefully. A vortex ring model of a 
typical USB jet wake is developed as follows. 
The first critical point in the jet description is the location of 
the exhaust nozzle and its shape. If the actual nozzle is not rectangular, 
it must be represented as a rectangular nozzle. Keep the width of the 
model the same as the actual nozzle and adjust the height to match the 
area of the exhaust nozzle. The inlet or initial point of the jet model 
may be located at the actual engine inlet location, or it may be located 
at some intermediate point between the inlet and exhaust locations. A 
good rule of thumb is that the jet model inlet should be at least one jet 
width ahead of the wing leading edge. The jet model is often shortened 
in this manner to reduce the number of vortex rings required to model the 
jet and thus conserve computation time. The initial jet shape must be 
identical to the chosen shape at the exhaust location. 
These first two points describing the jet inlet and exhaust locations 
are required to initialize the jet model. The following points are chosen 
by the user to prescribe the expansion and cross sectional shape of the 
jet downstream of the exhaust nozzle. Usually, only three or four 
additional points along the jet are required. If some empirical knowledge 
of the jet to be modeled is available, it should be included in the 
specifications in order to get the best physical model possible. For 
example, if the observed lateral spreading of the wake is such that the 
entire Coanda flap is covered by the wake, the width should be chosen to 
fit this criteria. Using a typical decay schedule for the average veloc- 
ity in the jet as described in reference 1, a nominal jet height can be 
estimated from the following relationship 
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where 
po ao + b. -= 
P a+b (2) 
In equation (21, a0 and b. are the initial half-width and half-height, 
respectively; and a and b are the local values of half-width and half- 
height. The actual procedure involves choosing a local average jet 
velocity, U/Uo, at a point downstream of the exhaust, x/h . for example, 
0’ 
see figure 4. Choosing the jet half-width at the point in question, and 
knowing the exhaust nozzle characteristics, the half-height of the jet 
can be obtained from equation (2). If the conditions of the jet wake are 
such that b < bo, the user has the option of either choosing a smaller 
half-width or simply specifying b = bo. This latter approach is not 
unreasonable as measured velocity profiles in the wake of a typical USB 
model indicate only small growth of the wake thickness while it is 
attached to the wing and flap surface (ref. 7). Another approach is to 
assume that the wake cross section aspect ratio is constant over the 
length of the wake. This approach is the most reliable to assure an 
acceptable jet model, and it should be used if no detailed information 
on the extent of the wake spreading is available. 
The remaining points describing the jet model should be in the 
following approximate locations. There should be one point near the wing 
trailing edge ahead of the Coanda flap. Other points between the exhaust 
location and the wing trailing edge may be included, but they are not 
specifically required. Another point in the vicinity of the Coanda flap 
trailing edge us useful. The last point describing the jet should 
specify the end of the jet wake. A good rule of thumb for this point is 
that the jet should extend approximately one wing root chord aft of the 
flap trailing edge. If the user is uncertain about where to terminate 
the wake, it is better to be conservative and make the jet too long 
rather than too short. The penalty for a short jet is inaccurate induced 
loadings. The user should investigate the effect of jet length on a 
particular configuration by running one case with an extended jet and 
comparing predicted results. Generally, jets longer than suggested above 
are not required unless velocity fields a long distance aft of the wing 
and flaps are required. If this is the case, the jet should be lengthened 
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so that it extends approximately one wing chord beyond the axial station 
at which field points are desired. 
Thus far in the description of the jet, only the height and width at 
various points along the centerline have been specified. Since the pro- 
gram automatically determines the height of the jet centerline above the 
wing, the z.- 
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coordinate need not be specified. If the lateral coordinate 
of the jet is not specified, the jet centerline is assumed to move aft at 
a constant spanwise station. Lateral motion of the jet can be specified 
by a variation of the Y.-coordinate. Note that the first two entires 
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describing the jet, corresponding to the inlet and the exhaust, must be 
at y. = 0. If some lateral motion is specified, remember that the jet is 
defiled in a jet coordinate system as illustrated in figure 5. The pro- 
gram also automatically computes the slope of the centerline, 0, thus it 
need not be specified for typical USB calculations. The jet model shown 
in figure 5 was calculated from the jet parameters specified in the 
sample case in figure 7(a). 
The last critical parameter to be specified is the spacing between 
the vortex rings. Ideally, the closer the rings, the more accurate the 
results; but the closer the spacing, the more rings required to make up 
the jet model and the longer the computation time needed to compute an 
induced velocity field. A compromise number for the ring spacing is a 
distance equal to approximately 0.2 of the minimum dimension of a ring. 
This is not a firm number, but it is generally a good estimate. The 
program has an option built into it that allows the spacing to vary along 
the jet through use of the variable DSFACT. This is simply a multiplying 
factor used to scale up the ring spacing to two or three times the initial 
value. This option should never be used in the vicinity of the wing and 
flaps as the accuracy of the induced velocity field at the control 
points will be reduced. It is permissible to increase the spacing down- 
stream of the last flap. The use of this scaling factor is illustrated 
in the sample input decks. 
The individual engine thrust (CT) must be specified, and in the case 
of a two-engine USB configuration, this is just one-half the total thrust 
coefficient.. On four-engine configurations, there is no requirement that 
the thrust of both engines on the semispan be the same; however, this is 
usually the case. The average velocity at the exhaust nozzle exit iS 
calculated from the relation 
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and the vortex sheet strength on the jet boundary is 
(3) 
If some empirical information on the jet exhaust exit velocity is known, 
the parameter p/p. 
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should be adjusted such that equation (3) produces 
the correct jet velocity ratio. 
Input Variables 
The purpose of this section is to describe the variables required 
for input to the USB program. Input forms are presented in figure 6; and 
for each item of input data shown in the figure, the following informa- 
tion is given. The format for each card and the program variable names 
are shown first. The card column fields into which the data are to be 
punched are also shown. Within.each block representing the card columns 
is the FORTRAN format type. Data punched in I format are right justified 
in the fields, and data punched in F format can be punched anywhere in 
the field and must contain a decimal point. The name in parentheses at 
the left of each item in figure 6 is the program or subroutine where the 
item is read. 
Note that all length parameters in the input list have dimensions; 
therefore, special care must be taken that all lengths and areas are 
input in a consistent set of units. 
Item number 1 is a single card containing the following indices: 
NHEAD number of run identification heading cards in Item 2 
(no limit on number of cards) 
NFVN = 0 calculate FVN influence matrix 
= 1 input FVN influence matrix via tape 8 
NUNIT = 0 no action required on calculated influence matrix 
= 8 store influence matrix on tape 8- if NFVN = 0, or read 
influence matrix from tape 8 if NFVN = 1 
NFPTS number of field points at which velocity components are 
computed (0 1. NFPTS 5 50) 
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NPRINT = 0 no optional output 
= 1 output velocity components (at lattice control points) 
induced by flap loading associated with jet turning 
= 2 also output force components on each individual panel 
of lattice 
Item number 2 is a set of NHEAD cards containing hollerith informa- 
tion identifying the run and may start and end anywhere on the card. The 
cards are reproduced in the output just as they are read in. 




reference area used in forming aerodynamic coefficients 
reference length used in forming aerodynamic moment 
coefficients 
XM,ZM X and 2 coordinates of point about which pitching moment 
is calculated; wing coordinate system and positive 
directions are shown in figure 3 and sketch 1 
ETAJ jet turning efficiency, the ratio of the jet deflection 
angle to the maximum flap angle (0 F n ( 1.0) 
/ PHID 
\Lrnent center 
Sketch l.- Wing parameters 
The variable ETAJ in Item 3 is provided to assist in modeling the 
turning efficiency of typical USB configurations. Measurements have 
shown that the jet is often unable to remain attached over the full 
length of a highly deflected flap. 
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The next eight items of input data describe the wing. 
Item number 4 specifies the value of NWREG, the number of wing 
regions. The value of NWREG must be one or greater. The purpose of 
dividing the wing into regions is to handle discontinuities in local 
chord length. Region 1 must always extend from Y = 0 to the tip. The 
sequence and position of other regions is arbitrary. A wing with three 
regions is shown in sketch 1. 
Item number 5 contains three quantities which are also shown in 
sketch 1. They are: 
CRW root chord of region 1, positive quantity 
SSPAN wing semispan, positive quantity 
PHID wing dihedral angle, degrees; positive dihedral is 
shown in the sketch 
Items 6, 7, and 8 are data describing wing region number 1. Data 
input for this region determine the spanwise distribution of vortices 
for all wing regions and all flaps. The present program requires that 
the same spanwise distribution exist on all surfaces. 
Item number 6 contains five indices. They are: 
NCW number of chordwise vortices on wing region 1, 
1 I NCW 1. 10 
MSW number of spanwise vortices on left wing panel, 
1 I MSW I 30 
NTCW twist and/or camber? NTCW = 0, no 
NTCW = 1, yes 
NUN1 if wing has no twist and the camber distribution is 
similar at all spanwise stations, NUN1 = 1; for all 
other cases NUN1 = 0 (omit if NTCW = 0) 
NPRESW is the wing pressure distribution (Ap/q) to be calcu- 
lated and printed? NPRESW = 0, no 
NPRESW = 1, yes 
Note that NPRESW applies to the calculation of the pressure differ- 
ence on each panel of the wing lattice. This calculation is independent 
of the upper and lower surface pressure coefficient calculation governed 
by the index NLOAD in Item 19. 
The minimum number of spanwise horseshoe vortices is determined by 
the wing-flap combination geometry. The program requires that vortex 
trailing legs lie at the following locations: 
(a) the root chord and tip chord 
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(b) the side edges of all wing regions 
(c) the side edges of all flaps 
(d) points where there are breaks in leading-edge or trailing-edge 
sweep 
Item number 7 is a set of MSW+l cards which specify the following: 
Y(I) Y coordinate of the I th trailing leg on the left wing 
panel; Y is a negative number on the left wing panel, 
but positive values may be input and the program will 
change the sign [Y(l) = O.O,Y(MSW + 1) = -SSPANl 
PSIWLE(1) leading-edge sweep of wing section to the right of the 
Ith trailing leg, degrees; positive swept back (measured 
in wing planform plane) 
PSIWTE(1) tra'ling-edge sweep of wing section to the right of the 
It k trailing leg, degrees; positive swept back (measured 
in wing planform plane) 
NFSEG(1) number of flaps behind wing section to the right of the 
Ith trailing leg [0 I NFSEG(1) 1. 31 
When I = 1, Y(1) = 0 and the other three quantities are omitted. 
Item number 8 is included in the input data deck only if NTCW = 1 in 
item number 6. These data specify the twist and/or camber distribution 
of wing region number 1 in terms of the tangent of the local angle of 
attack of the camberline for a root chord angle of attack of zero degrees. 
The input data are: 
ALPHAL tan us of the region 1 camberline at the vortex-lattice 
control points. If NUN1 = 1, only data for the chord- 
wise row adjacent to the root chord are input. .The 
first value is for the control point nearest the lead- 
ing edge. If NUN1 = 0, data for all chordwise rows 
must be input starting nearest the root chord and work- 
ing outboard. Data for each row start on a new card 
(omit if NTCW = 0). 
The vortex-lattice control points are at the midspan of the three-quarter 
chordline of each elemental panel laid out by NCW, 'MSW, and the Y(I)'s 
of items 6 and 7. 
Item numbers 9, 10, and 11 are input data for the other wing regions. 
If NWREG, item number 4, is one, items 9, 10, and 11 are omitted. If 
NWREG > 1, these items are repeated in sequence for regions 2 through 
NWRFG. 
Item number 9 contains two indices which locate this wing region 
spanwise relative to region 1. They specify the subscripts of the 
elements in the Y(1) array, input in item 7, associated with inboard and 
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outboard side edges of this region. 
IIN inboard side edge is at Y(IIN) 
IOUT outboard side edge is at Y(IOUT) 
Item number 10 contains five quantities. They are: 
NCW number of chordwise vortices in this region, 
1 I NCW I 10 
NTCW twist and/or camber for this wing region? NTCW = 0, no 
NTCW = 1,. yes 
NUN1 if this wing region has no twist and the camber distri- 
bution is similar at all spanwise stations, NUN1 = 1; 
for all other cases NUN1 = 0 (omit if NTCW = 0 for 
this region) 
CIN inboard side-edge chord (see sketch l), positive 
quantity 
TESWP sweep angle of the trailing edge of this region, degrees 
The vortices are laid out using the value of NCW for this region and the 
portion of the Y(1) array beginning with Y(IIN) and ending with Y(IOUT). 
Item number 11 is included in the input data deck if NTCW = 1 in 
item 10. These data specify the twist and/or camber distribution for 
this wing region. These data are prepared in the same manner as described 
under item number 8, the similar information for wing region 1. 
Item number 12 specifies the number of flap regions and identifies 




number of flap regions (0 I NFREG 5 10) 
number of flap edges at which trailing leg positions 
must be corrected (0 5 NIDF 5 3) 
location of- flap edge where correction of trailing leg 
position is necessary: i.e., at Y(IDF) 
For a wing alone, NFREG = 0 and items 13 through 16 are not included 
in the input data deck, A flap region is a particular flap arrangement 
.behind some spanwise region of the wing. The program will handle a total 
of ten flaps, thus if there were ten spanwise flaps, there could be a 
maximum of ten regions. 
Correction of the position of the horseshoe vortices trailing legs 
is necessary when adjacent flaps (spanwise neighbors) have different 
deflection angles and/or different chord lengths. This occurs when the 
inboard edge of one flap region shares the same Y-station as the outboard 
edge of the adjacent flap region. Use of this index is illustrated with 
the sample cases. 
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Item numbers 13, 14, 15, and 16 are input data describing the flaps. 
The user must exercise care in preparing these input data as the order of 
the items is important. Typically, item numbers 13 through 16 are 
arranged in the following manner. Item number 13, specifying the number 
of flaps (NINRE'G) in the first flap region and their extent, is followed 
by items 14, 15, and 16 for the first flap in this region. Items 14, 15, 
and 16 are repeated for each additional flap in the first region. The 
flaps must be specified in order, with the flap nearest the wing trailing 
edge occurring first (see sketch 2). When the first flap region is com- 
pletely specified, items 13 through 16 are repeated for the second flap 
region, and so on. The sample cases in figures 7(a) and (b) illustrate 




Sketch 2.- Typical slotted flap 
Item number 13 contains three indices required to describe the flaps 
in a particular region. 
NINREG number of flaps in this region, 1 I NINREG 1. 3 
IIN inboard side edge lies at Y(IIN) of item 7 
IOUT outboard side edge lies at Y(IOUT) of item 7 
The next three items of input data are repeated in sequence NINREG times 
beginning with the flap nearest the wing trailing edge and moving rear- 
ward. 
Item number 14 contains four indices. They are: 





twist and/or camber for this flap? NTCF = 0, no 
NTCF = 1, yes 
if this flap has no twist and the camber distribution 
is similar at all spanwise stations, NUN1 = 1; for 
all other cases NUNI = 0 (omit if NTCF = 0 for this 
flap) 
is a pressure distribution (Ap/q) to be calculated and 
printed for this flap? NPRESF = 0, no 
NPRESF = 1, yes 
The vortices are laid out using the value of NCF for this flap and the 
portion of the Y(1) array input as item 7 beginning with Y(IIN) and 
ending with Y(IOUT). IIN and IOUT were input in item 13. 
Note that NPRESF applies to the calculation of the pressure differ- 
ence on each panel of the flap lattice. This calculation is independent 
of the upper and lower surface pressure coefficient calculation governed 
by the index NLOAD in Item 19. 
Item number 15 contains data which locate this flap with respect to 
the surface ahead of it, specify the inboard and outboard edge chords, 






the distance between the leading edge of this flap and 
the trailing edge of the preceding surface, measured 
in the plane of preceding surface at the inboard side 
of the flap 
inboard side-edge chord of this flap 
the gap distance at the outboard edge of the flap 
(defined similar to GAPIN) 
outboard side edge of this flap 
the streamwise deflection angle measured relative to 
the wing root chord direction, degrees 
A streamwise plane containing the inboard edge of a double-slotted flap 
configuration is shown in sketch 2. The leading edge of each flap lies 
in the plane of the preceding surface. All quantities in item 15 are 
input as positive values. 
In a typical USB configuration, the main flap around which the jet 
is deflected is a Coanda surface or a continuous flap. Generally, the 
flap is a single surface flap with a constant radius of curvature. A 
flap of this type is modeled with three straight flap segments with no 
gaps between them (GAPIN = 0.0 and GAPOUT = 0.0 in Item 15). The 
individual flap chords represent the actual surface length of the Coanda 
flap, and the flap deflection angles are chosen to best represent the 
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true deflection angles. Best results are usually achieved when the last 
flap segment has a deflection angle equal to the maximum deflection angle 
at the trailing edge of the Coanda flap. This is not the case for a 
deflection angle of 90°. In this extreme case, the last flap should be -' 
deflected a smaller amount. As mentioned in a previous section, a drawing 
of the section through the Coanda flap will aid in choosing the best 
vortex lattice model. One possible representation of a highly deflected 




Sketch 3. Typical Coanda flap 
Item number 16 is included in the input data deck if NTCF = 1 in 
item 14. These data specify the twist and/or camber distribution of 
this flap. They are prepared in the same manner as described under' 
item number 8 for the wing except that the twist and/or camber angles 
are measured relative to the angle of the flap inboard side-edge chord. 
These angles are all measured in a streamwise plane. 
Item number 17 is a set of NFPTS cards containing the X, Y, Z- 
coordinates, in the wing coordinate system, at which'the total induced 
velocity components are to be calculated. There is one field point per 
card, and there can be no more than fifty points in this table. This 
item is omitted if NFPTS = 0 in item number 1. 
Item number 18 contains one index. 
NRHS the number of successive cases to be treated for this 
wing-flap combination, NRHS 2 1 
The successive cases permitted by NRHS are those which affect only 
the right-hand side of the equation set for the circulation strengths 
(egs. (14) and (14) in ref. 5). Thus, the wing-flap geometry must 
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remain unchanged in successive cases. Changes are permitted in items 19 
through 25; therefore, the successive cases may involve different angles 
of attack and/or different jet wakes. 
The last six items of input data are repeated in sequence NRHS 
times. 
Item number 19 contains thirteen quantities which are: _- 
ALFA 
KJET 
wing root chord angle of attack relative to the free 
stream, degrees 
index indicating manner of interference calculation 
KJET = 0, jet parameters and interference not 
calculated, power off 
KJET = 1, jet parameters input and interference 
velocities calculated 
KJET = 2, previously calculated jet parameters and 
interference velocities input via tape 4 
KEI index provided to allow multiple sets of jet parameters 
and induced velocities to be input via tape KEI when 
KJET = 2. Current version of the program is restricted 
to KEI = 4 (see the discussion at the end of item 
number 19 for the use of this index). 
KUNIT index indicating disposition of jet parameters 
KUNIT = 0, no action required for jet parameters and 
induced velocities 
KUNIT = 1, jet parameters and induced velocities 
stored on tape 4 for future use. KJET = 1 
and KEI = 0. 
NLOAD 
NJPNL 
index specifying force calculation method 
NLOAD = 1, traditional method; i.e., 3 x I' on each 
panel 
NLOAD = 2, integration of pressure on each panel 
(not recommended when KJET > 0) 
NLOAD = 0, both methods 
number of panels from which forces are omitted during 
total integrated force calculation (see the discussion 
at the end of item number 19 for the use of this index) 
(NJPNL I 30) 
MFRC index for force calculation option (see the discussion 
at the end of item number 19 for the use of this index) 
MFRC = 0, all horseshoe vortices on wing and flaps 
contribute to the velocity field used in 
force calculation (power off) 
MFRC = 1, induced velocities from horseshoe vortices 
are not used in force calculation (power 
on) 
NCFJ index for force calculation option (see the discussion 
at the end of item number 19 for the use of this index) 
NCFJ = -1, omit all induced velocities associated 
with jet from force calculation (power on) 





NCFJ = 1, include vortex ring jet model induced 
velocities in force calculation 
index for force calculation option (see the discussion 
at the end of item number 19 for the use of this index) 
NTLF = 0, forces on the bound portion of the 
trailing legs in each panel are included 
in force calculation 
NTLF = 1, all trailing leg forces neglected 
number of flaps in direct interference of jet 
(1 I NFJ 1. 3) 
NFJN(1) identification number of flaps in direct interference 
of jet, NFJ values, all flaps must be in same region 
and must be numbered in order 
The index KEI is included to provide the user with the option of 
reading multiple sets of previously calculated jet parameters and inter- 
ference velocities; however, some minor program modifications are 
required to tailor this option to the specific needs of the user. First, 
the tape unit numbers desired, in addition to tape 4, must be defined 
on the program card (USBOOl). Second, change the rewind command on card 
USB419 to apply to the general tape number KEI in place of the specific 
tape unit 4. The last modification required is to change READ(4) to 
READ(KE1) on card UIN014 in Subroutine UVWIN. 
The index NJPNL is included so that the forces on certain specified 
panels can be neglected in the calculation of section normal forces and 
span load distributions. This is used only if there are certain portions 
of the wing on which forces were not measured and thus not included in' 
section characteristics. A case in point is the data of reference 6 in 
which section normal force coefficients are computed from measured pres- 
sures, but pressure data are not available in the region of the nacelle. 
By omitting the forces on the wing panels which fall in the nacelle 
region, the predicted loadings can be compared directly with the data. 
When this option is used, the program also outputs the forces and moments 
computed considering all panels. 
The three indices MFRC, NCFJ, and NTLF are included to provide 
options in the force calculation method. For power-off calculations, 
MFRC = 1 and NTLF = 1 will produce large savings in computer time at the 
sacrifice of accuracy in the final results. At low flap angles, bf < 30°, 
predicted lift coefficients are three to fifteen percent higher when 
MFRC = 1. The smallest difference occurs at low angles of attack. At 
higher flap angles, 6f = TO', the difference in lift coefficient can be 
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as large as 20 percent. For all power-off calculations, it is recommended 
that MFRC = 0, NCFJ = 0, and NTLF = 0. 
For power on calculations, these three indices are more important. 
Because of the large additional loading on the flaps associated with the 
turning of the jet, large forces can occur as the result of a small 
perturbation velocity acting on a large circulation. Experience has 
shown that reliable results are obtained consistently if MFRC = 1 and 
NCFJ = -1. As before, computer time is conserved at small expense of 
accuracy if NTLF = 1. 
Item number 20 contains the NJPNL panel numbers, JPNL(I), from which 
the forces are omitted (see item 19). These panel numbers may be any- 
where on the wing and flap lattice, but they must be in ascending order 
in the input list. 
Items 21 through 25 identify the initial jet wakes, and they are 
omitted if KJET = 0 or 2. 
Item number 21 is a single card containing five indices pertaining 
to the jet calculation. They are: 
NHEAD number of heading cards to identify the jet model, 
NHEAD 2 1. This index is independent of the similar 
index in Item 1. 
NJET 
NVLP 
number of jet wakes on the wing semispan; NJET = 1 for 
two-engine USB model. (NJET I 2) 
number of panels excluded from jet interference calcu- 
lation (0 1. NVLP 5 lOO)(see the discussion at the end 
of item number 21 for use of this index) 
NCRCT index indicating whether or not field point locations 
are corrected with respect to vortex ring locations 
(see the discussion at the end of item number 21 for 
use of this index) 
NCRCT = 0, corrections made 
NCRCT = 1, corrections not made (to be used for 
diagnostic purposes only) 
JPRINT index indicating whether or not optional output from 
the jet program is required (see the discussion at 
the end of item number 21 for use of this index) 
JPRINT = -1, minimum output 
JPRINT = 0, induced velocities at wing control points 
output from subroutine JET 
JPRINT = 1, individual jet velocities at each control 
point output from subroutine JET 
The index NVLP is provided to allow exclusion of wing-flap lattice 
panels from the jet induced velocity calculation. Often there are 
panels on which the induced velocity field from an external source of 
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disturbance is not needed; for example, the panels on the wing which in 
reality are located inside the fuselage. There are also panels near the 
wing tip which are far removed from the jet wake. On thise configurations 
there is no point in calculating a very small perturbation velocity which 
will have no noticeable effect on the predicted loading distribution. 
The major effect of the use of this option is a savings in c0mpute.r 
execution time, as the time required to calculate jet induced velocities 
at control points is directly proportional to the number of points. An 
example of the use of this option is shown with the sample cases. 
The last two indices in item 21 are provided for diagnostic purposes 
only. For general program usage, these indices should be JPRINT = -1 and 
NCRCT = 0. NCRCT is an index used during program development to investi- 
gate a situation in which a control point was located very near the edge 
of a vortex ring. Unrealistically large velocities were induced until 
the relative positions between the control point and the vortex rings 
were corrected. This correction places the vortex rings on either side 
of the control point equidistant from the point. When the index JPRINT 
is equal to zero, jet induced velocities at the control points are output 
as they are computed. This is a duplication of output. If the user 
requires information regarding the contribution of each individual jet 
to the total induced velocity at a control point, JPRINT = 1 will cause 
this output to be printed. 
Item number 22 is a set of NHEAD cards (from item 21) containing 
hollerith information identifying the jet. The information may start 
and end anywhere on the card and the information is reproduced in the 
output just as it is read in. 
The following two items are repeated in sequence NJET times. 




the thrust coefficient of the J'th jet on the left wing 
semispan. This value is usually the total C,, of the 
configuration divided by the total number of jets 
the ratio, Pj/P, of J'th jet density to free stream 
density 
the coordinates, in the wing system, of the origin of 
the J'th jet model (YQ < 0) 
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I-=(J) the ring spacing of the vortex rings in the J'th jet; a 
typical value is 0.2 b, where b, is the initial height 
of a rectangular jet 
NCYL(J) the number of entires in item number 24 to specify J'th 
j,et parameters 
Item number 24 consists of NCYL(J) cards containing the following 
information: 
XCLR(J,N) 
YCLR(J,N) the N'th set of coordinates specifying the centerline 
ZCLR(J,N) of the J'th jet in the jet coordinate system (fig., 5) 
AJET(J,N) the half width of the rectangular ring at the N'th 
point on the center of the J'th jet 
BJET(J,N) the half height at the same point 
THETA(J,N) the slope of the centerline in degrees at the point 
being considered; THETA is input equal to zero for 
USB jets 
DSFACT(J,N) scale factor for the spacing between the vortex rings 
downstream of the N'th point; in region of wing and 
flaps, the values should be 1.0; aft of the last 
flap, the values can be greater than 1.0 to save 
execution time 
Item number 25 is a set of.NVLP panel numbers, NVL, at which no jet 
velocities are calculated. This item is omitted if NVLP = 0. The panel 
numbers in the NVL list must be input in ascending order. 
If successive cases are requested (NRHS > 1 in Item number 18), 
Items number 19 through 25 may be repeated here. It is recommended that 
the multiple case option be used only to change angle of attack, thus 
only Items 19 and 20 are actually repeated. Since the jet model can be 
assumed independent of angle of attack, this is not a severe limitation. 
The program will allow all Items 19 through 25 to be input for each run, 
but this will eliminate the option of placing the jet parameters in 
permanent storage for future use. 
Upon completion of the calculations specified by the above input 
deck, the program returns to the beginning. Additional input decks, 
starting with Item 1, may be stacked one after another. If the option 
involving the storing and retreiving of the influence matrix and jet 
parameters are used, it is recommended that stacking of cases be avoided. 
Several sample cases illustrating various types of runs are discussed in 
the following section. 
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Sample Cases 
In this section, sample cases are described. to illustrate the input 
preparation and the use of the program. The first sample case is a com- 
plete calculative example involving a two-engine USB configuration with 
rectangular cross-section jets (ref. 6). Other sample input decks are 
provided to illustrate the options described in the previous section. 
The vortex-lattice layout on the wing and flaps of the two-engine 
USB configuration from reference 6 is shown in figure 3. The Coanda flap 
deflection chosen for this case is 32". This particular configuration 
and lattice arrangement are used extensively for the comparisons with 
data in reference 1. 
The Coanda flap, located directly behind the engine, is modeled 
with three flaps. Each flap has a chord of approximately 13 percent of 
the wing chord. The deflection angles of flaps 1, 2, and 3 are 12O, 22", 
and 32O, respectively. The midspan double slotted flaps, flaps 4 and 5, 
(6f = 15O and 32O) and the aileron, flap 6, (rSf = 20') are modeled as 
single flap segments as illustrated in figure 3. A total of 136 panels 
make up the vortex lattice model. 
The vortex ring jet wake model is set up using the guidelines 
discussed in the Jet Wake Specification section. The actual inlet of the 
nacelle is located at X = 2.34 m (7.68 ft) ahead of the wing leading 
edge. This is a longer run length than required by the jet model; 
therefore, the model inlet is placed at XQ = 0.61 m (2.0 ft). The span- 
wise location of the centerline of the nozzle is at YQ=-1.14 m (-3.73 ft). 
For this particular case, a total thrust coefficient of two (C 
u 
= 2) is 
chosen; therefore, the individual engine thrust coefficient is equal to 
one (CT = 1.0). Using information on nozzle exit velocities provided in 
reference 6, the density ratio, P/P. 
3 
= 1.25, is obtained from equation 
(3) - The expansion of the jet from the nozzle is specified in the follow- 
ing manner. From figure 4, the jet velocity ratio at the flap trailing 
edge is approximately U/U0 = 0.7. Lacking more detailed information on 
the actual spreading of the wake, it is assumed that the jet cross section 
maintains a constant aspect ratio (a/b = 6) over its entire length. 
A complete input deck, set up for the above sample case, is shown 
in figure 7(a). This deck is organized to carry out the following series 
of calculations. The influence matrix is computed and stored on tape 8 
where it is available for permanent storage if the user desires. Three 
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successive cases (NRUS = 3) are specified, the first being at (r = O". A 
general jet model is specified (KJET = 1, KEI = 01, a tangent USB jet is 
set up by the program, and the jet induced velocities at wing-flap con- 
trol points are computed. The jet parameters and induced velocity field 
are stored on tape 4 (KUNIT = 1) for use at other angles of attack and 
where they are available for permanent storage if desired. Notice that 
the wing panels which normally lie inside the fuselage are omitted from 
the jet induced velocity calculation (NVLP = 10). The force calculation 
is carried out twice, once considering the entire vortex lattice model, 
and the second time omitting the ten panels which fall in the nacelle 
region on the wing (NJPNL = 10): The last angles of attack, (r = 8.5 and 
2o", use the .set of jet induced velocities calculated at c1 = O" at the 
wing and flap control points (KJET = 2, KEI = 1) for a normal loading 
calculation. This ends the first input deck. The execution time for 
this calculation is approximately 50 seconds on the CDC 6600 computer. 
A second input deck for the same model with greater flap deflection 
(6f = 72O) is shown in figure 7(b). This deck is set up to calculate the 
influence matrix and store it on a permanent file if desired. One angle 
of attack is specified for this, and the calculation is carried out for a 
power-off conditicn. Typical execution time for this deck is approxi- 
mately 100 seconds on the CDC 6600 computer. 
DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
This section describes the output from the USB program. The con- 
tents of a typical set of output from one of the previously described 
sample cases is discussed. This is followed by a description of some 
of the program stops and error messages which may occur during execution 
of the program. 
Sample Case 
The output generated during the execution of the sample case shown 
in figure 7(a) is presented in figure 8. The contents of each page of 
output are described in the following paragraphs. For purposes of this 
discussion, a page of output is defined as the information printed 
immediately following a "new page" request in the print commands. Thus, 
a defined page of output may actually contain several printed pages of 
copy. The quantity of information on a page of output will depend, in 
part, on the size of the lattice used to represent the lifting surfaces. 
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The first page of output, shown as figure 8(a), is headed by the 
program title "USB AERODYNAMIC PREDICTION PROGRAM," followed by the 
identification information on the several cards at the front of the input 
deck. This is followed by the reference quantities consisting of the 
reference area and length and the center of moment location. Next on the 
first page is the wing input data. All of the input describing the wing 
geometry and lattice arrangement is included in this section. 
Output page 2 in figure 8(b) contains all the input data describing 
the flaps including the geometry and the lattice arrangement. Also 
printed on this page are the coordinates of the four corners of each 
flap in a coordinate system fixed in the flap with the origin at the 
leading edge of the inboard chord of the flap. The purpose of these 
coordinates is two-fold. First, they illustrate the slightly distorted 
shape of the flaps that occurs because the flaps are attached to swept 
trailing edges of the upstream surface. The flaps are required to span 
a certain length which is defined in planform; therefore, the actual 
surface must be longer when it is deflected around a swept hinge line. 
Second, the coordinates are useful in locating the flap loading center 
of pressure defined in the flap coordinate system and printed on a later 
page - 
Output page 3 in figure 8(c) is headed with the title "HORSESHOE 
VORTEX PROPERTIES." This table lists all the properties of the'lattice 
elements on each lifting surface. The numbers in parenthesis on the line 
defining the flap number and the region number is the absolute flap number 
to be used when specifying the flaps with direct jet interference. The 
quantities in the last column on this page labeled "ALPHAL( are the 
input values of combined twist and camber. This table completes the con- 
figuration dependent information. The first item following the table is 
a list of the locations at which wing and flap trailing legs are corrected 
if requested (NIDF > 0). Following this is a single line containing the 
angle of attack and the option indices from Items 1 and 19 of the input 
deck. The next line of output contains the flap numbers on which direct 
jet interference occurs. The last line of output is the input value Of 
the jet turning efficiency. 
The fourth page of output headed with the title "INPUT JET PARA- 
METERS," is a listing of the jet input information as shown in figure 
8(d). The variables printed are the same values input via the card deck 
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with the addition of two columns of numbers. The variable SCL is the 
curvilinear distance measured along the centerline in the same units as 
the other centerline distance variables. The last column, identified as 
p, is the perimeter of the jet at the particular input station. The 
quantity ."GAMMA/V" corresponds to equation (4). 
The fifth page of output, figure 8(e), has the title "JET PARAMETERS 
FOR TANGENT USB JET." The first half of this page of output contains an 
expanded table of jet centerline parameters corresponding to the center- 
line of the jet, positioned so that it is tangent to the upper wing and 
flap surfaces, but displaced slightly upward so that it does not directly 
touch the lifting surfaces. The last half of this page contains the 
coordinates of the lower surface of the jet boundary. The coordinates 
XS,YS,ZS define the center of the bottom jet surface: and the coordinates 
XSN,YSN,ZSN and XST,YST,ZST define the corner points of the inboard and 
outboard edges, respectively, of the jet lower surface. These points are 
computed so that the lower jet surface is parallel to the wing and flap 
surfaces. The last line of output contains the panel numbers from which 
the jet induced velocities are omitted (NVLP > 0). 
The next page of output shown in figure 8(f) is the first output 
from the program after the circulation strengths are computed. This 
page I labeled "HORSESHOE VORTEX STRENGTHS FOR ALPHA = xx-x DEGREES," 
contains the computed circulation strength on each lattice element. The 
circulation strengths (GAMMA/V) are printed in the last full column on 
the page. Also shown on this page are the externally induced jet veloc- 
ities at each control point. These velocities, UEI, VEI, and WE1 are 
made dimensionless by the free-stream velocity, and their positive 
directions are defined according to the wing coordinate system; that is, 
UEI is positive forward and WE1 is positive downward. The unlabeled 
column of numbers on the right side of the page denotes the position of 
the panels relative to the jet wakes. A zero in this column indicates 
the panel to be outside the direct influence of the jet. A one (1) in 
this column indicates that the panel is near the jet boundary and is 
likely to receive direct interference from the jet. A number greater 
than 1 (i.e., jet number + 1) indicates that the panel is directly 
beneath the jet and is receiving maximum jet interference. 
The output shown in figure 8(g) is headed at the top "AERODYNAMIC 
LOADING RESULTS FOR ALPHA = xx.xx DEG." This heading is preceded by a 
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heading "TRADITIONAL METHOD" or "PRESSURE INTEGRATION METHOD" which 
indicates the calculation procedure used to obtain the individual panel 
forces. The former method is the usual $ X ? technique generally.used 
with vortex lattice schemes. The latter method involves the calculation 
of the upper and lower surface pressure coefficients using the Bernoulli 
equation. Next is a reiteration of the reference quantities. These are 
followed by the spanwise load distributions. On each lifting surface at 
each spanwise lattice station the span-load coefficient, the section 
normal-force coefficient, and the section axial-force coefficient are 
presented. These results are normal and axial to the plane of the par- 
ticular lifting surface. Following the complete table of section coeffi- 
cients are the wing-alone force and moment coefficients. These results 
are for both right and left wing panels. The axial force, CAW, and the 
drag force, CDW, are both defined as positive aft. The pitching moment 
is positive in the direction that tends to increase the angle of attack 
of the wing. 
The next section of output on this page is the individual flap 
force and moment coefficients. These coefficients are for the flaps on 
the left side of the configuration only. CNF is normal to the individual 
flap surface and the center of pressure of the normal force on this flap 
is at XF(CNF) and YF(CNF) where these coordinates are in the flap coordi- 
nate system defined in figure 8(b). The axial-force coefficient, CAF, 
and its spanwise center of pressure, YF(CAF), follow. The spanwise 
force, CYF, and,its center of pressure, XF(CYF), are the next items; 
and finally, the hinge-moment coefficient, CHF, is the last item. The 
sign convention of the flap hinge moments is such that a positive hinge 
moment would tend to increase the flap deflection angle. The hinge 
moments are taken about the flap leading edge. The last items on this 
page are the complete configuration force and moment coefficients. These 
are resolved into the wing coordinate system and the sign convention is 
consistent with that described for the wing alone. 
If Ap/q distributions are requested, they are output on the next 
page shown in figure 8(h). The chordwise location, X/C, at which the 
pressure coefficients are calculated corresponds to the location of the 
bound leg in each lattice element. It should be remembered that the 
pressure is constant over the entire lattice element. 
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The next page of output shown in figure 8(i) is output only if a 
second calculation of the forces with certain panels removed has been 
requested (NJPNL > 0). This page is identical to figure 8(g) with the 
addition of note at the top identifying the panel numbers from which the 
forces are omitted. 
The last page of output containing the induced velocity field at 
specified field points is shown in figure 8(j). Note that both wing-flap 
perturbation velocities and total velocities are printed on this page. 
This concludes the output for the first angle of attack. If additional 
angles of attack are requested, the output starting with figure 8(e) is 
repeated for each angle of attack. 
Error Messages and Program Stops 
The following error messages may be printed during program execution. 
"EXECUTION TERMINATED, ERROR IN DS" 
is printed when the vortex spacing is input as zero or less than zero. 
This is a fatal error and program terminates at a "STOP" statement. 
"JET x OUTBOARD OF WING TIP" 
is printed as a warning only to indicate a possible error in the spanwise 
location of jet "xl'. Execution will continue, but the program will run 
into difficulties when it tries to compute jet induced velocities. 
"JET x OUTBOARD OF FLAP y" 
is printed when the spanwise location jet "x" is not compatible with the 
flap numbers specified for direct jet interference. This is a fatal 
error, and the program terminates execution at STOP 16 or STOP 36 in 
Subroutine JETCL. 
The program has a number of error STOPS built into it to prevent 
the user from executing the program with incorrect input data. These 
STOP's are identified in the following table. 
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DS 2 0.0 in Item 23. 
Normal stop at end of execution. 
Incorrect YQ in Item 23, or 
incorrect flap numbers, NFJN, 
input in Item 19. 
Too many entries in jet table 
in Item 24. Reduce number of 
entries as per Jet Wake Speci- 
fication section. 
Input jet length is .too short 
to cover wing and flaps. Move 
last entry in table in Item 
24 farther downstream. 
Same as STOP 16. 
Same as STOP 27. 
Same as STOP 32. 
Same as STOP 32. 
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PROGRAM LISTING 
The USB aerodynamic prediction program consists of a main program, 
USBMAIN, and twenty-three subroutines. Each deck is identified by a 
three-letter code in columns 74-76 and each deck is sequenced with a 
three-digit number in columns 78-80. The table below will act as a 
table of contents for the program listing on the following pages. 
PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION PAGE NO. 
USBMAIN USB 36 



































































HINO AYD MULTIPLE $LAp VOlTCK LATTICE CROGRAM MITM DElLLCTCD YANL 
MODI$lFD TO INCLUDE JET INDUCED VELOCITV $lELD CALCULATION 







t0**lW ,L7NS!JL/ lP(IOOl 
/$TLV/ NVTL? 
,$pNL/ NPII1N7,NJpNL,JpNLl~O) 
COWNON /lC$QUA/ 18$4N,IRC?,RC$L,xM,ZN 
IJCTCIP, J$Lp1l¶O),LJ$Lp,CIIJllSO~,CNJ~lYO~,C4J~lSO1 
COMNOM ,lNDEx/ *I*,Mrl,MTOT,NCM11~01,lN4X,N?8EE~~O~,L4IT$(JO~ 
COMMON /CpDAT/ 4LpNALOSO~,xCpl2S0~,VCp~ZSO~,ZCp~2SO~, 
/ClCVCL/ N$RC 
1 C4LpML(250),14LpNL(250~ 
COMMON , INDLY?, N$RC~,M$L4pI,lD$L4P1lO,2~INCC(IO~,M~?~lO~,N?~lO~, 
/JCTCF?/ CTAJ 
1MIT4IT(lO~,*CND(lO~,N$IEG$~lO) 
COMMON /OLDAT/ xBL(ZI0 ,~BLfZSO),Z8L(25Oj,TpI1~2SOl,8M~24O1 
,$lCTL, MTL? 
1 COMMON IRIIDC, ClRfISO ,UE1(250),VE112¶0~,MC!~250) 
COr*OM /ATAX, IlM4L$,COI4L$ 
COMMON /WELI/ UP.VP,MP 
COMMON ,xVZCL, NJET,MCVL~2~,YO~21rVO~8~,ZOlZ~,~4MVJ(2l,D~~2~, 
1 nM0~zj,cNU~Z~,xCLI~2,zs~,vcLnr2,zs~,zcLnf2,2Y~,TMET4~2,2S~, 
* 1Cl.I~2,251,4JtT(2,25)rllJCTf2,2Si,D1$4CT~2,21~, 


















































































T22 ?~"Y4:~l"l,"5x,27"MO"~E~"OE VOITLX pROpERT1?1,/12x,10(1P~),11H M1r 
1G DATA ,lO(lH*l) 
111 $0lM4T(,lX,6HvnlTtx,2x,WH.COOp.GIN4TFS OF B"uND LEG M,I,PO,~T,ZI, 





?2S1$01M4Tf/12x,10f1M*~,4MN~GloN,12,SN ~LAP,I2,bY nrrr ,,O(lM.,, 

























T2b I"lM,T~,Ml,2O",JP*M~~NSt9"OC VnRTEX SlllENGlMl ml 4PrA . , 
1 $S.l,lM UFGNEES//l2x~l0~l~~~~llM .1MG DATA rlOclM*) 1 
,27 FO~*AT(,I~,~*V~R~EI,~~,~U~ . . . ..CoNl"o~ PO,uT ~"ORDlM4TLS....,2X, 
I 19M.r.tXTtRN4LLv 1Nr)UCED VfLUClT1ES.. I lX,bMNUMBLII 
2 /bx.lMJ,b:,~~xCP~Jl,6llb**CC(J~,~x,6MZCp~J~,4x,bMUEI~J~,bX, 
, bMVil(J~,bX,bMnEl(J),SlrluCL**I/V I, 
I28 $0m*41~sr,14,7(2X,$10,~~,217) 
712 $OmM4T(plO.S,lVlS) 
7,~ ,Ol(u,T ~lMl,2Sx,UWIrOuCED VELOCITXLS AT SPCCICYCO $XELD POINTI ,I 
1 YO",blHI........ rINO/?LAP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M,NC,?L4P~VI 
2ur . . . . ..I/YIx.2IMPEmTumn4T1oM VcLuCITlc~ , 













~,,lOX28MNO JET IrTERCEmENCL ON PLAPSi 
(,/lOx2SMJET ~MTE~FCRENCE ON $LApI,110) 
(,I lOx,Oln*1NG TmAILING LEGS connccTea AT 'Ill), 1 M ,lOlY) 
(lMl,2OX,I.SHTR401T10M4L *CTHnD , 
l!H!,2Ox,27NpmCSSUmC INTEG~ATlnN METMOD , 




flMl,2SX,U0M.,NDUCED VFLOCITlES AT 8PFCIllCD $IELD POINT8 /I 
POX,blMl........ blMG,$LAP . . . . ..r.r..... bING,$L,P~JE,,", 
irp . . . . ..~/~Ix.~WPE~TU~EAT~ON VELOCITIES I 










i OCT1ONS $Om CALCULATING, ITORINC, AND REuItNG CVN AmmAV,,.. 
c LI$VM.O , LI"NIT.0 . CALCULATE $VM, 0O NOT IlORL 
c M$VM.O , YUM,T.S . CALCULATE PVM, STORK ON TAPEI 
c N?VNMl , MUN1T.0 . mE4O ?VN 411114~ ?mOM IACE 
: N$pTIMNUMBCm O? CIELD POINTI AT MM1CM NlMG.$LA~ INDUCED 
: 
VCLOCIT!ES 4mE TO BE COMPUTED 
1000 PC40 (5,101) YHE4D,MIVY,MUN1T,N$PTI,NPmINT 
I?~LO?t¶~l 1,2 
1 ITOP 1 
z CONT1NUL 
IP ~rICVM.GT.0 .AND. NVNIT.L~.Ol NPVMMO 
I? (NUMlT,Nt.O .AND, NUU1l,NE,I) NWITM8 
URlTEfbrT02) 
c INPUT AND OUTCUT CAIC 10ENTICVINC 1NpORM4T1ON 
DO 1 lMl,NNEAD 
mEAD(S,ln3) MEAD 
, LRlTC(b,?OU1 HEAD 
: INPUT AND OUTPUT RCCElENCL QUANTITIES AND MOM$NT CENTFR LOCATlOI 
c 
mLID~S,TO51 SRE?,W?L,X',Z* ,CTAJ 
d~ITCfb,7Obl SWZ?,lE?L,X*,Z* 
IF lETAJ.LL.O.0) ETAJMl.0 
C 
i 
IMPUT A*D OUTPUT MlNG DATA AND LAVOUT MING VO.TCx LATTICC 
CALL l HGLAT 
c 
; INPUT NUMBEm 0, CLAP ~LGlONI, N?RCG 
4 
MlDP . NUMBEm O? SCMISPAN ITATlOMI AT M",C" T"41LZNC LEG1 
?WM MING VnRlICLS MUIT BE COmmFCTCB $Om DIFCCREWIAL 
c $LAP DCFLCCIlnr ANGLES 
: 
ID? . SEMISPAM STATIO'JS CnRmEIpnNDING T",$LAC JUNCIIONI 
IlO? ,ME. 1 OR ID? ,*E. *SMr!, 
r 
mEAD (5,101) *$ItG,NIr)$,~IDFfIl,1Ml,NlDCj 
: I'PUT DATA COP LLL *LlpS AN" LAI OUT VOmTICEI 
c 
NrLAPS .O 















































































IRlTC WIWO VORTLY DATA 
rlITflb,7221 
*1112~b,12Sl 
DO 10 KKl,KK 
~I1SHK4T4N1TCSI1KljlDlDl 
SO rnITt( ,72Y) M,XILrKl,vSL1Kl,LIL1K1,x~P1ul,V~K(K),2cP1K),PIIGn, 
1 t IYCK ,ALPWALIK) 
II(NPL4PI.EO.O~ SO TO *I 
f 
wKITL FLAP VOKTtX DATA 
DO LO NhlrN~LAPI 




DO ss K.KL,KU 
PI:CH~4T4Y(fPI1~K~jf Toll 




: CORRECT TRAILINS Lt. POIITIDNI AT CLAP JUNCTION1 







































ADD CORE ARIA COR IWLUtb’CL COLFC1CICNT *ATIlK us1 I)7 
i 
IC RLDCL II NOT AVAILAILI , IEWOVC TN11 ItCTION AND IuC~LAIt UII 191 
1111 DINCNIIONI 01 VW IN SLANK COMMON, ASDVL, TO *TOTbMTOT UIB 1w 
KWKL LTOT I TOTAL NUMDER Or VORTEX PANUI ON UINE AND PLAP UII 200 c us1 201 
IrLllo UIB 202 
CALL woCLlICLIl 1110 201 
LCLmICLEI+NTOTbrTOT.l US8 201 
CALL KcOPL(LrL1 UIO 2OS 
c UIO 2Db 
C~~~~~~~~PPP~~PP~P~~P~PP~P~PPPP~~P~..,P~P~~.,PP.PP~....P~..P..P.P~PPP.,.. “,I 2DT 
II (NIVN.OT.0) 00 TO 210 UIB LOI 
: uom 201 
CALCULAT2 INlLUENCC COC~PIClENT LCPT WAND IIDE, VVN UID 210 c 
CALL INPMAT 
-: TK14NCLUL4KIZC LLFT MIND (IDE 
C 
CALL LINEOI(*TnTrCVN1 
I? (NUNIT,CT.Ol CALL ~WNOUTCIVN,MTOT,NUNlT,IPl 
00 TO ?ll 
210 CALL ~VNIN~~VN.MTOT,NUNIT,IP~ 
211 COWTINUL 
II lNPPTI,Lt.Oj co TO 212 
DO 2OI KJml,NlPTI 
















READ NllMBLl OC RlCMT SIDEI, AND FOR CACM GINO VORTEX I"80 22s 
: 
ITKENOTHI AND LOAD DIlTSIDUTIO* UIS ?2b 
1190 221 
212 RIAD~Sr7Ol) kKH1 UIB 22n 
DO IS KVml,*RHI USR 229 
KLADlS,7II1 4LPA,KJET,KEI,*UNIT,NLO4D,NJP~L,MPKC,W~J,NTL~, US8 230 
1 NPJ,fNIJ*1KJl,KJ~l,NCJ) us0 211 
Y 
1P 1~JPNL.CT.01 READ cSr7pl) lJPhLIJ)rJ=l,bJPrL1 UIII 2x! 
c IJIR 234 
: 
“cTym,S ,"" CALCULATI~C A*D STOKIW JET lvDuCEO VCLOCITV AKKAT 11911 Z3U 
1199 13s 
: 
KJtT.0 u0 JEl CALCULblIO*, IhDllCED VtLlXITltS MAV BE XWUT US8 2h 
ml JET CALCULATION UII 237 
c ~2 JET l AlA"CTEl8 AND INWCED VLLOCITICI INPUT UIS 210 
1111) 239 
IW 200 OPTInbS PO1) rOUCt CALCULIT1Ob MLTWODS 
: 
NL"ADm1 CONVLNTIOkAL q tTWDD 
wLOAOm2 I*TICRATCD PRCIIUI~~ 








































































t NrJ . ‘JU*RfK OP FLAPS IN DIKCCT INTERCFRCNCt WITH JEl 
c WJN . CLAP NWKCC, ALL WIT SC IN IA"E .ec,oN 
: WJPN,.. NUPBLK O? PANELS C5 WICH COlCF‘ ARE NnT 1WLUfJED 
: 
INJP*L,LE,IO1 
JPUL. PANEL NUNKEI 
c 
IP 11(“.6T,ll l KlTE 14,7D2) 
r9ITE (b,752> 4L~4,WVk,NUhIT,NFPTS,NPKINT,KJCT,KCI,KUNIT, 
1 NL~AD,kJPNL,WKC,NCFJ,NTLK,N~J 
CPJWCCJ 
1C (NPJ,~P.O.~ND.KJET.NC.O~ UKITL(4,7I41 
IK1NCJ.LL,O1 GO TO 70 
KKITE 14,717l ~NFJN(MJ~,KJB~,W’J~ 








IP fKJET.1) 77,71,7K 
: INPUT INIT14L Jft PAI4WTtRI 
c 
71 NTIMCrnO 















CALCULATL TANCENT JCT CL*TLnLINL 
CALL JETCL 
C4LCULATt JET INDUClD VELOCIT12I AT IrING-FLAP CONTROL l o1rTI 
CALL JCT 1*TOT,KCP,~CP,ICP,UEI,VEI,~EI,NTZMC~ 
xc ~KUNIT.L2.01 co TO 77 
ITORL CXTERkALLV INDUCED VLLOCITICI ON TAPE , 
~~'~,";~0"1 
CONTINUE 
II KJCT.2, WAD EXTERNALLY INDUCED VLLOC1TIEI FRO* TAPE K 





PK1VT INPUT JLT PIRb~LTECS AND SET UP NPTJI.,.) A”K4” 
CALL JET (*TOT,KCP,VCP,ZCP,“EI,VEI,~E!,NT1MC~ 
CfKKDUII 
CONTIWE 
A"J"8T CIVCUL4TI@N D* rINC.FLIP P.WLS T" ACCO'JbT CO" JET 
TURrINC, AIrD CALC. IhDUCED VtLUCITV AT C”bTK”L P”1”TS 
*TI*Eml 
CALL JETVEL fMTI*E) 




IFf.NOT,CXVCLl GO TO 8s 
IP (LJ~LP,LC,Ol CO TO 01 
DO 12 W81,LJFLP 
W..JfLPfkP) 
12 CIl~~t)~CI~~~FlrCI~Jf~P~ 
01 DU 10 liP.l,*~ 
G4MY4~CISINP)*tOUll~I 
10 UlITLfbr72Il NP,X~C~NP),VC~~NP),2CPfNP~,U~IfN~j,VC,(~P),VC,~NP), 
lGnG;;*:,, l~PTJ(J,NPl,JIl,NJLTl 
iONTiN;r 
DO 88 UP.!,“” 
64MM4mC,RfNPl*CflUI)PI 
~PITLfb,72l) NP,XCC~N~l,VCPtNP),ZCP~NP),ZE~~,ZC~O,2CRO,G4N~4 
1PfNCL4PS.CQ.0) GO TO Vb 
DO 91 W~l,N~LAPI 




ICf,NO?,tXVCLl GO TO 92 





















00 T” OS 
CDNTINUC 




IC fLJPLP.LC.0) GO TO l b 




4DJUIT JET !NDUc2D CIRCULATXON ON CLAP PAWLI PO1 LDID CALC, 
MTINC~I 
CALL JCTVCL fMTI*Ll 
IF frLoia.ll'ea,w,o7 
CONTINUC 
C4LCULATC LOADS, ~fl@ClI A*D wOWNT1 . TI,“ITIONAL METHOD 





IC INLOAD- 97,71),97 
CONTINUf 
CALCULATE LUAD8, CORCES IUD "G*EkTI . PW)SuI1L MtTHDD 
IF f*FSC.GT.Ol NPRCml 




CLLCULbTE VkL'ICITILS AT SDLCIFIFO 6ltLD PDIuTS 
7" IP lNPPTS.tG.0~ G" 10 110 
IV IUJCT .LE.nl GO TO 103 
rVITf fb,75Sl 








ClLL "ILSUm fxrP,v~P,zcPl 
IF lUJET .Lt.O) GO Tn 109 








C ","I* 4% ClluPO*ErTl "F TOT&L FLnr ry~~n 
u ll)-II ~I,*UP.CnSALF 
v fllav cl)rVP 
fllw- (Il+~P=SI~4Lp 
:WTL fb,T1Sl IFP,vFP,I?P,uP,~P,.P,~(,,,~~,),~~,) 




*UITf Cb,71Sl XPP~TFP,ZCP,UP,VP,~P,UJ,VJ,UJ 
10s co~TIuuc 
110 CONTIrUC 
1r (N11~1.GT.l) REWIND 4 
IS CO*TIWf 
::D'" 'ODo 
THIS 8URIIOUTINE REAO8 I' THE -I*G INPUT D4TA 4N" LAVS "UT Tut 














l LT 013 
47 014 
ULT Ill5 















7DI C~PUITf//lnl,l~HPtGIo~ ru’lwrP,IIl 
70s IOI*4TflSr,10*IrB04UD FOG1 CWW? ~,~~0,5,,Sr,"r~t~~~P.~,,,I,,~., 
lFlO,S/~5K,l4HDI~lDI4L b%LE,Sr,l-,FlO.5) 
706 FOKKAT~/,SXrl3,U3* VOPTICFS IKE TU Wt L4,D "U" I* ,r,S PCGIDN,~OK, 
lllrl2M OPA'+DI~C lV,11,10* CWKO*IStl 
707 K01M4Tf/lSX,SV*SP4~rISt LFCATI0h'I OF TKA,LI% "r,KTEV LEGS, S.tEP 4 
I~CLLI OFIZO~,bS*~!YC StCTIr)'. TO T*E IIIGHT 4N" r.U*YEK "F FLAPS LIE", 




710 COK*4Tf/lSK,24*l*II KPGI@r EXTEND1 Pm* 'I s,ClO.S,7u In " .,FlO,S, 
7lI COR*4T,lIS,EFlO,O, 






READ fSr701, NUREG 
: INPUT RLCION 1 DATA 4rD LAY OUT VUKTICt8 
c 
KCAD lSr702, Cl~,SIP4U,PWD 
NKCtKl 
b1ITC (6,701) 
WlllTC lb,TOUl NUEG 
*r)ITC fbr70Sl CI1*,98P4N,PY!D 
TOL KOIP4N*lS,OC=OY,~*2 
KLAD ,S,IOl, NCh,MI*,NTCr,NUNI,NPKCI~ 
KV.NCk."IK 
MTOTmMW 
WKITE Ib,TDb, MK,HIW,NCW 
I*4XKUI*~l 
lrUITC 16,707, 






II Il4LO.O hKITE (6,701, Vfl, 
II fI,YC.l, 
INlIlt fb,TO9¶ VfI~~PII~LEfI~~CII~TEfI~~N~I~GfIl 
IC I*lIl.GT,o.ol vII,~=v,I, 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 11 Ial.*IK 
11 NFIEG~Il~WIEGfI+I, 
IF 1~1C*.hC,01 CO TO 21 
DO CO Jml,"b 
20 4LP~4LfJ,mO.O 
CO TO IS 
21 IC INUbI.NL.0, CO TO 21 
WV.0 
DO 22 JN*il,'W,W 
q ri.“N,NCW 
22 KC40 ISr702, fALPH4L,J1,JmJNb,*N1 
: 
c 
GO In 25 
21 RELD (SrTO2, t4LPH4LfJ1rJ~,r~Cm¶ 
DO 2Y Jal,KSu 
JJ*IJ.ll*'dC- 






























































































































LOOP OVCK VOPTICES IN 1315 K"e 
JJmfI*l,*NCw 





















LOOP OVER OIHCI WING PEGIONS IF PRESENT 
V91TC (b,TOul N 
@E&d IS,TOl, II',lOUl 
rlIlL Ibrll", "(II~l,"lI0~lT) 
BFlD l5,7lll uC~,*TC*,N~~~I~CI~~~TES~P 
rrShs~",lT.,l~ 
U""R."S..W. 
.PlTF lb,7061 M"lJP,*Sh,**C* 





l LT 111 
.LT IlY 
l LT 115 












l LT 1211 
.LT Ii?9 
*LT lJ4 
l LT 151 





















l LT I53 
*LT 1Su 




l LT Is* 









































































IF (NTC~.~F.D.A~D.l,CG,IStG) REID (S,TO2) (“GL(*I,~.,,rcti, 
Ip ~NTC~.~~.O.~~D.I.CT.IS~G,~~D,NUIII.LO,O~ RCAD r¶,ToZ) (xGLl*,, 
1 *ml,Yc*) 
LOOP OVER VOnlICES IN TM11 
JJmNCvGW.1 







































































































CALCULlTf OTYfl *IrG VORTEX OUANTITICI 
100 n~lrmo,5/rpdIa 















TWIG GUBIIOUTIUE REID8 IN THE CLAP DlTA AND L.V. n”, THE FLAP 






























































c CUSPAT STlTtllE,,TS IL' 
C 
PLT 










































TO& POlMbT(~2~XI3,“1* VOUTtCES Aaz TU fit Lltr, 0'11 "r I",J FLAP,,5X,,2, CLI 0~1 
112w 1PLSwlSr IV,I1,1OW c*oaa~IIrl CLT 042 
TOT FOl*LTl/2OX,2IIIIPL~.l9f LOCLTIWS UI/~~X,~OUTIA,LING "OlTtx LfGS) FL1 Ou, 
V". ,"."..,1.1.,1,.5, ,I, "YY ._. ._.. _.._ ._~. . .._. 
'-' ..-- 10, FOWAT(/2Ox,blWXF,V, C,Vll(OI%ATLI OF P"u" .WWz"S 0, FLIP/2IX, CLT 0"s 







LOOP nvcn lEGlfl~1 
DO 100 NQ~l,NPlbC 
If10 IS,1021 YINlrG,IIN,IOUT 









LOOP OVLl FLIPS IN THY1 RLSIOM 







ItAD (5,TOll NCFCNFI), NTCF,UUNI,NP~~5F~NFI) 
MID IS,TObl GACIN,ClPlU,GbPOUI,CRFOUT,DCLxZ 
































































































GO In 2!b 
rC,Lm.~~rCfF.l 
mEID (5,TOY) tALP~bLlx1,*~*S,~CCL) 
"4W.g.l 
DO 215 Mm2,rSCr 
r*mC~.llrNCFFrr'4 
DO 21s Lml,hC,, 
LLs***L 





















*aITE fb.TlO1 xFFIvCF 
xrrbciFir 
mlITF lb,lIOl xFF,VFf 
xFF~XF0 
VFFmVPOICPbI 
WRITE CbrTlO1 x,F,VfP 
xfFmXFO.ClFOUl 
aRITE lb,,,O, xFI,V,P 
lC*."#.) 
















































































L”DP OVEP vDQT!CES IN T,Ib PD. 
DUhAmSLZ l bDFLa*X~Ih 
nU*8mTL”z.BnfLa*x*th 
OUMCmTLLZ*Sl~LI*X~Ih 
DWDmRLZ l CnELl*Z-1% 
O”NE.l,.“Z.CDEL9,ZbIN 
DU*PmTLLZ*CDELarZhIh 
DO 250 KmlrhCFP 
“Km”“*! 
































LOCATE INTCQWCTION OP KthC TlAILINO LLOI KIT" THIS PLAP 
DZKmZuOlJT.Z’“IN 
IOUT*mtOUT.l 
BO 280 JmtIh,InUT* 
JP.J+l 














































































LOCATE IhTCRSEClIflN OF UPSTREAM FLAPS TI,IL,hO LEGS h,,” TU,S ,L,p CL, 2.2 




LOOP llvtn uPsrat4” FLAPB 














Lt’np ,d”te v LK~ltn*b Up ~UAILI*.G LFGS “L ,“I5 IIPSTmrlr FLIP 
PLT 27~ 
C *LT ?TS 
Dfl 2bO Jml,*.W,. FLT 27b 
JP.J*I CLT E,? 
*VmVFlJ,JCl 
FL1 IT8 
F~Cmfvv.v.*kl/Dv* PLT 27. 
X”K~FIJ,r~.*l.K.I*+PIC.Dx. PLT 280 
“.KIFCJ,~9,Klm”” FLT 201 
Z*K.QF~J,~S,K~.Z.I~+FAC~DZ. PLT EW 
*V.VPlJp,JPl PLT II, 
FrCmlr*.***“,,qr” CLT 2.511 
X.KL~~J,~S,R,~K.,~+PAC.~~~ *LT 285 
“‘KLFIJ,sS,K).V” FL? 2Ib 
Z*KLPCJ.NS,Kl.Z~Ih*FAC.Dz. 
CL1 207 
2bO CONTIhUt PLT En4 
2Sn CONTINUE PLT HI* 
110 COliTtNuf 
PLT 2.0 
200 CDhTIYUE CLT 291 
100 COhTINuC 
FLT 292 
RETURN PLT 29, 
PLT EOll 
END PLT 2*5 
IUIROUTINC INFM~T 













COM*DN ,rKDlTF, XhKRF 
lx**LPOO,2,lOl.V.*LP~3O,2,lOl.i.KLFC3O,2,lol 
C@MWu , *"101)11/ V~JO~,PSI~LL~~C~,PSI~TE(~~I,~CYI*,CP~~~,TP~~. 
CDhhOh IIWEY/ *S’.~=,*TO7.hC*IClOl,Z~Ax,hF~~~C5Ol,L~STf~1Ul 
COhhOh /CPDAll ALph~Ll250l,XCP125Ol,VCp~?SO),ZCPl2Sol, 
I c,t9*, rZsol.SAL”“’ .-__. 
I-~TL~t2iOi;V~;~t25Ol,z7~~l25o 
COhMOh /FLV~PG/XI.Vl,zl,X2,rZ 
C”WO* / IHDLIFl *FT1EG,W‘IP., 
l*St~~lll4l,.EhDIlOl,NF~~G~~lOl 




CO*Wlh ill-LLlNC, TOL 































































: ,LAP IOUWA." COhDIlIWd FACT"., 
c 






: ~ooe nvcn c*rm*ISr mm or WING VOSTICCS 
c 






ZFINACT,LO.OI 00 TO 124 
II(NAlT.tO.11 00 TO 122 






























1r fUIDF.LL,OI co tn 231 
e CORRECT CUSITION OC *INO TIIAILIUO LCGS Al FLAP LDGF8 
DO 212 JDalrhIDr 
I(*ID?(JD) 
D".("l."(*,,..2 
IC ,nr.LL.l"l, b0 1[1 914 
242 cOklIrillf 





















































































IF (N~PF.LE.0) GO 1" 2Al 
c ~~nefel P",IlIos or .lrS 1aAI~Iht LEGS Al FLAP CPGFS 
AI~.CDFL~ZILFI 
,I. SDflXZ(LF) 
D" 2Y2 JCsl;NIDr 
K*IDCIJF) 
2U2 ~DNTI~~~ 












LOOP nvta vOQlICE1 IN THIS IOU 
NCbCarC'I~1S~I 
co 1~0 Ic*mI,Nc=C 
ImJlrSr*ICb 
C 















,r(LIAFT.uc ‘.Ol GO to 154 














on 10 Ilb 
: ll4fIE ,w CLAPS 4fYlW 1*11 ROE, ca*rutr lrrL,ltrCr or 























































































































If~YfLAPI,ED.OI BU 10 200 
INFLUENCE Of FLAP VORTICLI I. LOOP ""2" CLAC, 
00 140 IfL~l,“?LACI 
NAfTm~fI2Cf~IFLI 
LFLCmIFLINAFT 











If~NAfl.CD,O, 00 10 t.S 
IFINAfT.C0,1, CO TO 1.1 
TUO FLAPS BEHIND TYII ONE l * CD*CUlL IWfLU2rCc Of fIrIlc 

























































































































no I70 rc*ml,rcfr 












1f~NAC1.NL.0, GO TO lb4 
NO ?LAPS RtHINb THIS WE. co*PulZ IrFLUruCh "F St*,.IrFIu1lE 














GO T@ IbT 
THERE ARE FLAPS BEHIND 1"lS "k'Z. CWCUTE 1°C INfLUflrCF Of 

































A?CLZEI EOUATIONI con 
INFLUENCL WWTIONS. 
I 
IV num?aT cc. 11.1* 
CO**ON 8TATE*ENTI 
c 
?!~!Tt LENOTM VOllEl fILA.ENl 
lAR1 *ROM lOf!NC REPOIT D.=4244 
COMMON /TOLlNC/ TOL 
COMMON ~fL"*?4~~!@Vl.ZlDK2,V2,Z2,K?,"?,Z?,fU,fV,f~,IK,AZ 























If ~NVlLC.Cl,Oj VTL?O.O 

































C I'FLIIF~CE +u*CTIO*S . ?C?E!+E~Xf -. l"St,FPl CL. "K."" 
c APPLIES ~DuIlI".S 10" SEMI.I~fIrIlZ ""RTFK f,LA.EUl 
: C""wOv SlAlEPENlI 
cr**nr /TOLQNC/ TOI. 
CO."nu /~LV?KG/Kl,Vl,Zl,X2,Y2,Z2~K?,Y?,ZP,fl~,?V,?.,AW,AZ 






































































If (NVTLP,Cl,O) VIL.O.O 

















THIS IUOKOUlINE CALCULATFS THE l!GHT HAND STDl r)C 
TMF EDUAlIO~S ?O? *OnSES*OE VDSTEK ItPCrGTNS, 
THY AKCU.EL;T EKVCL IS TRUE IF LXlES*ALLY INnuCZn 
VELOCI~ICS rRE TO SE IrCLIIDfD IS TM CALCULATION, 
LOGICAL EIVEL 
COMMON STATEMFNTS 
C".."N I ,WEKFf ~F~ZG,~fL~'S,I~~Lb?llD,21,~C~flOl,.Sf1lO,,.fflOl, 
I.SlA?t~l~I,'EhDI10,,VfSEG~,lO, 
CO.*Or /fL?DAl/ SDELXZ~l~,,CDfL:Z~l~I,Vf~3O,l4l,S?h,fflOl, 
lc?*Ic,lo) 
e"Y""u , **GDAl/ Y,3O1,PSI=LEl3Ol,PSI.lE,3D,,S?,,I.,C?HI.,l?,,Ib 
COur@N /,rDtK/ 'S.,*K,.lU~,~C~II3~1,,.A:,~?KED1,A,,LAST?,~O, 
CO*.@* /CPCIll ~LPUILf?SO),KC?(2'iO),*CP,24O>,ZCP(25~), 
1 CALPULl25Ol,SALP~L,25D, 
CG.wJ. /I(SII)LI CI~~24D,.utI,2SDl,Vtlf?5nl,~~I~24~1 
cmuoll ,rTr",.51~rL*.C"SrLF 
4IGul YILl” SIDE ‘OR l ,rrJ L”rtS”L Pnlhr, 


































































no YO J.I,M. 
CI~IJI. SAC? l CALP*LIJI + COSALF~9ALPr((Jl 
GO 1" 55 
L""? ovrr) WIUG cO*l~OL ?oI*lS roll CASF .I?" 2xlZarr,.L* IhnUCL~ 
VELOC,tIES I'CLLIOCD 
44 CONTINUE 
DO 50 J.l,*. 
50 C,RIJl.IfSIN~Lf.~E,IJ))rCPHIU + VEI~JltS?~,ri~C~L?MLO 
, ~IC~SILF.~EI~J,I*SAL?~LIJ~ 
44 7?~NtLAPI.EO.O~ -E?'J?v 
?ISHT HAND SIDE PO? FLAP CWTROL POINTS ,I? CPESLNT, 












IIIZXVELI 00 lo 74 
c 







DO 10 JmMIr~E 
~~~~I;~A~CILPYLIJI~CIDX?SAL?~LIJ, 
LOO? ""Cm CONTKOL ?OIYlS ON THIS CLAP fO1 CIIC UITY CKTLRNALLV 
INDUCED vZ~ocrtrcS INCLUDED 
CONTINUC 











DO b I(.,,N 
!?I*.*0,41C" 1" 5 
XPl.K., 
""I 











































































lF(l.FR.n,ILu 111 5 
"I! E ,..Pl,* 
2 rII,r,..r(I.*l/l 




I*Il.fC.o.IGu to 4 











,~~U,CD.IlG" to v 
N"t.N., 






DD T I.Kfl,~ 
T 0,I,.SII~*At,rK,.l 



















































Sl~Rl""lINf TRLG TUL 001 
COlltCl lr)AIL,hG Lfr. ?OSIl,"NS Al FLAP J114Ctl”NS 
cnr*0r I r4GDA1, Y~3ol,.sIrLtoOl.PSIblf~3n~,K~~I-,c?~I~,l~~I~ 
CO"*"% ,,'r"EX, *S=,-.,~l"l,uCu,OOl,,rAr,rFKZ5l5~l,LASt~~,ul 
cw'nr. /TLUAT/ XlC~On,,rlE~O0l,Xl~..I25n).*ILao,/I24~,, 
, xlLLl25~l.VlL1f25o,.ZllLI~5D, 
cn**r)w , lk"EXF, ~fQZC,'FLA.S,IOFLAPl~n,2I,~c.llo,,~S*IIn~,~f~Inl, 
I'SlL9lllnl."F'~",lD,,~fsZ~f,l", 
















00 IO0 J,Ir*IO, 
MV,!O,(JY-1 












eo:*nr ,.“EL.,U?.“..I. _ _ _ _ _ _. _ . . 
COrron Imsloef CInl~s01rUEII1s0~,“eIfl5o~,~clfzYel 
COWIN /OLDAt/ XILlZYO~,VSL(Z~O~,ZlL(Z~O~,~,IIfZYO~,S~~Z~O~ 
cob4*au f *NGoAII ~I~o~,,II~LC~~~~~,SI~~Z(~O~,S,HI~,C,~I~,~,HX, 
CO*mOW /IUOflf ~I~,*V.*lOlrNC*I~SO~~I~~X,NPICC~3O~,LIS~tl~O~ 
COMMON flLOAlf K~LKfJO~rKlfL(lO~,vlLR(ZYO~,V~lK(Z¶O~,Z~LKlZ5OI, 
1 K~LLfZ~O~,VlLLtZSOrC~LL(ZSOI 
COMMON fATA IfNALC,CflIALP 
CO**W f INQElCl ~,~~G,N,Lb,I,IO,L~~(lO,Z~,vt,(lO~,~S,llO~,~?~lOl, 
I*11111f10~,*ZYD(101,N,SZC,~10~ 
-iOr*ON fllLOAlf ,~LKR(ZSO~~,ILKL(ZSOI,,~LZ~(S~O~~,~LtL~Z¶Ol 
COMKOY ILDCONIf CON~CZSO~,CONOR(ZSO~,CON~LfZ~Oj,~C,,,TZ~R 
Caf’*Ov /JElClKl J,L,flSO)rLJ,L,, CI~J(lYO~,C4J(140),CAJllSO~ 
COM*Olr fCICILf lllLP 
c 
LOCICAL LXVZL 
DI,CNIION VL(lO~,V1(10~,K~(10l,~L(lOI, GAwr*RflOl, 
I CAYC11~~0lrC~*IU*~10~ 
: CILCULllL fOKCL COMPOrtWl IN l K, v, AND .Z DIPCC(IONS AI 
: 





DO 100 J’*.,,“* 
I,IJ,I,SIlJ*) 
CALL VILSU*(IIIL(J*~rVKLfJ*)rLIIL(Jbll 









IflWLAPS.FQ.0~ GO 70 ZOI 
: Q""Il" I.CC *lDPnIrrlS "u FLAPS 
z LOOP rwLP CLAPS 
c 
t 












































































I, (LJfLP.LE.0) CO 10 ZOl 
COKKICI l IrEL LOlOIN COR JLt IUKNI% ,nKCf 
00 190 JFmI,LJCL, 
JCmJFLPCJI) 
CXlLlJC)mCKSL(JC) . CbJ(J,) 
CZDL(JCI*CII)LlJC) * CvJ(J,) 
COWlNUt 
COWIWJL 
IC IN~LP.LC,O~ 50 10 2OI 
ILIKINAV ALL IRAILINS LEE COlCLl 








LOADS ON .IW TRAILING LEG ?OINII 
w~Cm*C*IrIl 
00 50 lc*=l,NCrC 
CALL v~LSU~(CTLKK(IC.~,V~L~(~C~~,~TLZ,~IC*~) 





00 b0 J*I,JU 
VQ(JlmVLlJl 
*S(J)srL(JI 
Ir~NC'C.LF.NC*~l GO IO 61 
JLsWh**I 
On b5 J#JL,%uC 
ImIIASf+J 
CALL vCLSU*LPILrl~Il,VlLQo) 






00 70 J*l,NCK 
1~114SC+J 
CALL VELSU~IF7LXL~Il,VILL~Il,F7LzLlIll 



















7I4ILINC LEG LOADS ON FLAPS l - LOO? OVER FLAPS 
IF(NPL4PS,EQ,Ol RETURN 
DO SO0 IPLmlrwLA*S 
IP(IOPL4P~IFL,fl,C7.ll 00 IO 512 
7HIS IS 7Hf FIRS7 CLAP AC7 01 7HL hING, COrPUlc GAVM4 





no 505 ~sdr~l,*s* 
JCtbmISN* 
IC ~Vl,S*IIl.Lc.VSTllF~ to TO 3Ob 
CON~INUr 
CANFrQflImG4*SU*(JS~~ 




GO IO 390 













































































































no 500 Is*ml.*aff 
I”.0 
1, (ISu.~O.l.r*D.v1LI~*SI.GT.O.O) !“a1 
IFfIS~.EQ.ll GO TO 101 
“POA,f Iltlll An0 LE?1 VELOC171ES 
Il~MS4fISU=t~8NCFf-t 



















































































C LCD nou 
llINtuSIO* lrC.11f250),vC.U(25~~,~c.'~(25~~,uc.~l2Snl,Vc.Lf?501, LCP on5 
I rC.Lf2sO),C.uI2sO),CPL(2sol ILCP llnr 











COMMON /ISIDE/ CI~l2S~),Ut1(2SOlrVt1(2SOj,~E1l2SOl 
;c. 
CC. 
COMWU 1blAX1 If~Al.,CUWLF LC. 
COMvor /.VfLI/ LC,VP,UP I C. 
Cn**or /V~RFO./CIEL~ZSO~~C~BL~~SO~,CZ~L~~S~~,C~TLL~ZS@I,CV~LR~~SO~ LC. 
1 C21LLl2501,C21L.(2501 
CO:""@4 /.L.DAT/ SDtLIL~10l.COELIt~l01.VF~3n.IO~.~.H1Fllnl, 
lt.H1FlIOl- 
CDMMOU /LDCONB/ C~NA~~~O),CONBP(~SO),CLWHL(~SO~,~E~.,~~WI 
COMMON /XVZCL/ *JE~,NcVL(~~,IO(~),~~~~),Z~~~~,G~~VJ~~),D~(~~, 
1 ano~2l,C*U~2l,ICLR~2,2Sl,vcLn~2,2sl,zcLn~2,2s~,7~f?~~2,2sl, 
2 lCLl(2,2s1,~JE?~2,?51,UJEl~2,2S1,D~F~C1~2~2S1, 
I UELI2,251, VCL(2,2S), rCL~2,Ls)r CFJ,CFL 














































,Ol FOR",, (lM),Sx,?WUPPfI IN0 LO*fR SIJIIFICL PICSIULE COE~FICILNTI A7 ii. ii; 
I CONTROL COINTB, LLPYL . rFb.21 LCD 01s 
IO2 lo,",, (//IX)WJ,(IXb~XC.lJ1,UXb~VCP(Jl,U~5~ZC.(J),?~2~UU,BV2~Ul, LC. 01b 
1 oXSYc.U,7~3H~PL,eXsIDcPl LCO 837 
701 FORM11 (lS,lFlO.V~l~Fll.S,FlO.S1l LC. 010 
c 
i 









































YRITf CL,7011 ALCHA 
*RITE fb,7021 
no 20 J.l,*u 








IF (NFLACS.CO.O> GO 7n 29 
c 
: 
COWUIF CONllrVOU8 VELUCITV CO*.O*ENTB II FLb. CO'd7RnL Polk78 
00 21 JFsl,NFLAPB 
MSWSlAnllJFl 
*E.*tunf~F) 
n0 21 J.MS,ME 






















,I IrFLl.B.EO.Ol 60 Tr. 39 
c 






















IF (.wT.ELVELl G'J 70 a. 
vrt.ocxTlEs crew C'lNllflL .llI”T 
L 










C ton,,u,r "PPEP IHD Louta WJYFACf PWBSURE CnttFlClE'~7B 
I? 
00 51 J.l,*ToT 
U".,,O.Z.~~~UCPU~J~.C~BLLF + uCPUtJl*BINrLF1 l (UC.'l(JI**21 
I , lKPU(J1**2) + lrCPU(Jl**21 
C.UlJ~.I.O=UU 
~,L.).o.2.0.("C.L(Jl.C"BrLF + bCPL(J)*BINbLFl + (UC.tCJ)**21 







































































,u,r,rL,zE ravrr.3 ii. 







5, CIlLP(J).O.~ I.C. 
nu*.(,o/trtaa*SWFl LC. 
"0 55 J.l,M'rn7 LC. 
gPUL.(~~~Rl(J~~COhRUl.I~I~~U"J-(Jl LCP 
CZRL(Jl.IC.L(J)-CPIlfJ~~*~.4~ I.C. 
55 C"*-r,ullr I c. I.C. l-7, 
SU.QL)nUT1NC FOllCLS 
: TutB BURQOUTILIE CALCULATES THC B.Ah*lSE LnAr, PIISTPt*UTIONB LNO 
: 






COMMON IBLOAT, MBL,25~i,V~1t2,0~,28tl250~,T.B,t2501,B~t250~ 
COM"OU I *hG"lT, VO~~,.Bl8LE,3OI,PS1,rE(IOI,SPrI*ICPHIU.T.~t~ 
COMMON IINDEX, ~B~,*~,~T01,NCrtt30~,1~AY,NFBCGt~O~,LbBlFt5O~ 
COMMON , 14nEIFI *FPEC,NFLI.S,1DFL~P,IO,2~,~CF,lO~.~BFll~~,~FtlO~, 
l~B?4ITtlO~,*tNOtlO~,~FBEGFtlG~ 






































COu*Or /FllOAl/ F~L~.~~SO~,F~LXL~~S~~,FTLZ~I~~SO~,FTL~L~~SO~ FOQ "1, 
COY."N llttF0U.l SS.IN.SPEf~ILFL.I*.Z* FCM "II 
toWiN /CiOWX5/ cH.DL;~,O,,CaooiFtio,,CTtPFtlo) 
cor*ov /VnlFUP/CXBLIzsn~,CIELl2so~,c2EL,2so~,cvTLL,2so~, 
I C2TLL,250~,C21LRt250~ 




















: con”,, BTrlr*ENlB 
c 
702 F@lY11,//111,20H9EFtlE~CE OUIN11TIFI/231,12~utuG SPAN, b,,l,OH,SEA 
1 ,61,6rLENGT~/23L.~F~l,S~ 
70, F01~~1,//~7I,27~$.IY*IsL LO.0 DtBlP1PllltO"B/22r~TH~~~~,~~.~.~ LECT 
Id,riG PANf1 1.1 . ..t.. l , 
IO. F~U*~~,~,X,~*C~~~,~X,~~C~=,~~,~~CL~,~~,~U~OU,~W,~~C~~~ 
710 Ffl.Q~~l,Px,5f12.51 
'71, FO~*~lf///l5X,79*tN~lUt~U~L FL.. FOQCE ,ND u"MENl CnEFFtCtFrTB Ario 
1 L"CAl1"h.B Al N*ICH FnRCES ~CT,20.,52*tFLAP C,,M",NATF S".,rE*S - F 
ZLA? LIE8 IN xF.YF ?L~Ntt/ix~ll*~rG1l~N FLLP,5I,S*ChF,TI,T*KFfC~fl~ 
5SX,7rrF,C~f,,lr,~*CAF,7X,7~VFtCAFl,7X,5~CvF,7~,7~~FfCVFl,lY,3nC~Fl 
712 F~~~rT,lr,IU,t5,BFlZ.,t 





II,, FI11*llt,ul,S"r,22".IE~B".E ",5lPtB"T,"*rB,b,l,O~"ELT. P,", 
II7 rl.(*rTf/sr,1011*~~.1~,ISaLEFT r,"G .ruEL,,r.,"rlH.l, 
716 FUa*rTl,lr,T**,,B/Lt,..,B"~"~~~", Cl 
7to FnP*L1,211~.5,7~,U~1/c.,F~,5,~ftl1.¶/~0~,lnFln,5~ 















































IF tIIT1~E.GT.I~ *all2 tb,723) 
L.P,lE ,b,lOI) ALF 








tF (rCrl.GT.Wm21 NTE.X*2 















D,ST~,BLITE TllAlCt4G LEG FORCES htT-CFN ADJACENT FLAP PANELS 
A'4D SFT 1IbILlNG LEG fCIICEB EUUAL '0 LEl” Ll FLIP EDGES 
c 
tF ,'IFL4.Y.EO.O) GO T" QP 




tF f*Sb".Gr.Ol GO 10 ou 




GO rn 97 
PY Cm,,t.',lE 
DU 9, ,.,,'S." 











































: ,.",I. OYCP " NtllCtS 1~ ,8.,9 F1.P 
c 
































































































0" 500 J.1,'" 
-alYE fb.7991 J,CxRLl.I~,CVRL~J,,CVTLL(Jl,CVTL.lJ~, 
I C2RL~J,,C2TLL(J,,C/TLIo 
500 CONTIWC 
IF (NFLIPB.LL.~I GO 10 505 




no 502 J.JS.JF 













r)n 310 r=l,u+toa 
1c ,r..!aF,~~,20,0l tn I" 3lO 
IF flMEAO.FO,ll G" 10 320 
rbI!TE fb,Tl*, 
IWAD. 















: ’ l,O@. OVER CMOQDWISE l".S 
c . 











Cn*llYuE . _ . _ _ 
CDNl I WE 
1, (NJCNL,EO.O~ RLlURN 
HTIT~2 




: CbLCULlTEa vEL"CITIEa DUE 10 "OaTltCS ,ND ,*fIs h.xZa AT 
c A FlLLD.nIIlT fXX~vV,ZZl 



























































CFuWOli , MRGDATI Vf3Ol,.a1hLE~30I,?SlWlEf3O~,8.~I~,C.~I~,T.~l. 
C""*D" /IUDtX, W~,*~,*1OT,NC~IOOl,I~AX,~Fa~G(3O~,LAaTF(3Ol 
C"HIIOLI ITLF4Tl XTL.f3Ol.X1lLf3Ol,X7l~l25Ol,vTLO(250l,21tOf2SO,, 
1 xTLL(250l,*TLL(250~.2lLL0 
CO"""N , IhDLXfI *FREG,~~FLAPS,~~FLAP,~~,~~,~.CF~~O~,~OF~~O~,~F,~~], "EL O,2 
l~aTA.Tfl0l,~EN0(lOl,~FSEGFfl0l VtL 013 
C"'r"r ,lLPDlT, SDLLX7flO~,CDtLYZll~~,**(30,lO~,S.hlFflO~, vEL 0," 
lC'*IFflOl vEL O15 
CD""OY ,*lr)lI., X~~Uaf3O,3l,V~~P~f3O,3l,2~X~*(3O,Sl,Y~~L.(3O,3l, VtL Olb 
Iv.~t~f30.3~,2~*L~oO.ll 
COP",," ,*l”lTF, Xe~Y?(30.2,lO,,V.~S?,30,2,l~i.7"X~?~3O,2~l0,, 
VEL 017 
VLL 018 
lX~XL?(JO.2.lOl,V~~L*f3O,2.10),L.*CF110,2,lOl VEL 019 


















I?(N4CT.E0.Ol GO TO 113 
I*fNA*l.ER.ll GO TO 131 
N,$,~.b.,Fl., 

































Ib lUlPF.Lt.0) GO To) 2J1 
C CllDllECT “naIT,ON OF .lNG TaAtLING LEGS ,I FL.. EDGE8 
9" 232 J.I,Ll,n* 
K.,DFtJl n”.~“l.*l~,~r.2 
1s (0V.LC,7OLl T.n 111 ?35 
231 CilNTl'UE 










































































































































































































































































1r1urrr,rc.01 GO TO zlr 
u-3 CLAPI BEHlNa' THI8 ON, C,,MPUTL INFLUENCE nP SL*I.IWl~ll~ 
: 














co Tel Zlb 
: IhEll LIE CLAP8 BEHIND TM18 ONE, COMPUTE IWLUENCE OC 
















































































IUBIIOUTIW JET f*P,rP,V~.?P,UP.VP.-r,ullrFI 
IISB vtIls1nw. JtT IS MFPPE.,t~TCd HV I SF.IfS "F IIIAOPILITEPAL 
VllSfEI .!hTx, LVIhG m A P.car,aIoCn PATI., 
PASLLLFL 111 b16 AU0 FLIP I!PCEII S,l"FlCE 
ALL FICLC P"l~11 CLMJn"I*rTLS APF ISP~ll 1* TW .ING SYSTZ' .*n 
TllA~S,ol*P0 1" TW E.G,Nt SVSTtr: ,PI) CALC"LlYI,,rS 
JLT CFLiTEllLIlrt C"nWI*ATEI Alit I*PUT I* CWIW SVlTE- 
ALL nuTPUT IS IN Trlf WING SYlTEW 
NC,%, . " CnPPtFT FIILD P"1NT l “IIT,~*~l 
*IIn WIPECT 1" VI-IPTP" ",riCI 
YCllCT . 1 0" NOT C"YRtCT FItLD POINT CDSlTInU8 
rrTIW . 0 INPUT AkD PRIYT IIlIT1.L JLT PARI*tTtII 
all*1 .G1. 0 WIN1 JET l .II*~TE.I &MD CbLCULATL 
I*DUCED VELnCITIFS 
I? CCr. . I.0, PRINT JET l A'/*tTE~Y 
lI"n~JcLn VlLnCITIF~ I*PuT, 
NTI-E ,LT. 0 CILCULATE IUOUCED vELDCI,ItS FnO* 
PIEV1"lIILV DtSCLIlED JETS . MO "LITPUT 
NVLP . YUMlltR OF LATTICC ELLYEUT CONTPFL POIulI 
IT AHICY u" JtT vfLOC1Tlr1 ,Ir ICI bC 
C(I*PnTED lYVLP.LE,)OD, 
CIM,CT.O.O PRINT IhCUT JET PA”A”E,t!d~ AND 
Itl UC N?TJl.,., A""." 
OPTIOrrAL nUTPuT .,, 
JP1119T . .I *INI*u* 0u,*,,1 
5.11111 . 0 NO "PTIOUAL “1lTPUT 
JPPIsT . I I~DIYIDUAL JET I*OUCED VFLrlCIT1fI 
DIMErIIOu TITLLl~l, PJET12,,X~12~01,*P12~0),ZP1250,, 
z xPn12503,*191250l,2Pn1250l,u12401,v1zs0),~1250~, 
1 uPl2sOlrVPl2sO1,*Pl2so),cTl2) 
t"UM"Ii /xYZCL/ NJET,NCVL12,,1G12~,VG12),2G~2i,GA~VJ1?1,~S121, 
I IW"~Z~,C*U~~~,ICLI~~,~S),VCL~(~~ZS)~~CLISJ, 
z SCL~12,25,,bJ1T12,25),B.lt112,2~,,01~~CTf2,25,, 
1 UCLl?,ZSl, VCL12,25), bCL(L,ZSi, CFJ,Ctl 




C”**ON ICOO~E(I/ ICRQ~~,,VC~Q(~,,ZC~R(Y) 
C"~~ON,/PTDATl NPTJ12,2501,rC@C, 
CO*MON IVLDAT/ ~VL?,NVLllOll 
COMuOIl fUFJCL/ ~FJ,wJN(I~ 
C"*WU /lFFQUA/ SSPAN,SPEC,.tCL,lr,ZY 
c 
TOO FORMAT ~ar10.5, 
70, CORUAT llb,S, 
JLT n51 














































































TO4 COPPAT IlHl,3X,2O~IvPUT JET PIRb*ETfI8 I,, 
705 COll~lT lbFl~.S,ISI 
lOb,FDR~lT (//SX,~O*JtT IllDUCt VtLOCITIES LPE "+.,TTln r-w P.ctLs,,, 
1015,0l/53X,1015~, 
10, FORMAT (IYI,3X,IU*JET CARI~tTEPS FUR ,,NGEN, ,150 Jt, I,, 
,O" COIUAl rbl,l2*I*PUT "1LUES 1 
. . .-- . -- - 
?IR FDD-AT f/2X,2S*vtLUCITIfS IWlKtl) 8* JtT,,2,Z‘,h 
I"STE',"I1Bh,7XS"XP 
. JET Cfl"RUl.,ATt S ii1 1111 
,hl(l""P ,Lx"*IP .sr3ull/v~rsuv/vor3*.Iv) 

















If fNDPl~T.Gl.11 NPP2Nl.l 
Nl.WPQ,~I 
rn11t c*,7041 
00 9 J.l,r*tAo 
eEAor5.7~21 TITLE 
-9IlF Cb,703) TITLE 
fh-! lb JmIr'JEl 
RCA0 C5,?051 ClCJ?.~*OCJ7, IOCJ>,VOCJ~,ZOCJ~,OSCJl,NCVLCJ~ 
C*UCJ)mClCJ) 
LICVmHCVLCJ> 
Iv CIH~CJ1,LE.O.O) RH0CJ)ml.O 
00 11 rml,HCV 




If COSfICl7J,~l,LE.O.O~ DSfAClCJ,N)~l,O 
11 CONTINUL 
AJ~Y.O*AJC1CJ,l)*IJCTCJ,l~ 
OU~~S~RlC~.O~C*UCJ~~~~Ef/~J*RUOCJ~ + l.Oj 
t~~VJCJ~~0.5*Cl.O * OUV) - I.0 
lb C0N11wJE 




IV iriTr*E.Gl,Ol 11111 Cb,TOT) 




: SET IIP TABLF Of Jtl CENlElLIW PAQ&~llfr)) 
e 
110 IS Jsl,NJtl 
SCLRCJ,ll~O.O 
NCVWCYL(Jl 
O@ 13 rm2,ucr 
111 . C~CL~CJI~~*~CLRCJ~~.I~I~~~ + C*CLICJ,NI.*CLICJ,N.I)~~~~ + 
1 CZCLUCJ,Nl-2CLICJ,4-0)**1 
13 ICLPCJ,4lmSOI(TCSR) * SCLRCJ,N.I) 
1Y Cnhllrlll 



































































LuIlL Cb,llY) rJCl,r"LP,rP,*C~Cl,~~~,~l 
on e5 ".l,+.JCl 
NC**NC*L(Ul JET 
PJtlCk)ms,O*CAJllt~,l~ . ')JtlC~,ll> JET 
rR2lC (b,llI) ~,~*UCN~,~U~C~~,XQC~~,V~(~~,Z~~U),OSC~),~CV,~~*VJC~~ Jtl 
on I5 Jml,WV .,c I --. 
P*~.n~fAJtlC*,J~ * HJflf*,Jl) JET 
,5,.s,Tt (h,ll?) ~CL~C~,J~,~C~.OC~,J),~CL~C~,J),SCLR(*~J~,~H~~AC~,J~, JET 
rJtlC~,J).HJC1C'I,Jl,DSF1Cll~,.~~,D Jr 1 
,r (rl,~~,F".o, Gr) TO "5 JET 
C JET 
C D,,,P", SvPfACE c0~sC1rA1ES flF JET CCILC. I* JETCL) Jt7 
*SmNSSChl JET 
.Q,lE Cb#7lQ) u .JE 7 
.QIlE ChIl?O1 JET 
PI, ,a Js,,.S Jtl 15'i 
,F,*.DlTF Ch,7121 XbS(-.~Jl,~SS~'*,J1,ZSSl~~,Jl,SSf.,,.l),7SSC~,Jl, .tt7 l\b 
ARSC~.,J~,~5Sl~.II,~S~C~,J,,VS~Ch,.ll,ZS~C'~.J,,ISlC~~.J,,*S1C*,Jl, JEl 15, 
7 ZSlCN,J>,FSSl',J) .1tr !5b 
0% C~'ull'~llE 
If ,rr"LP,~T."~ *YCTt~b.TObl C~VL~J),J=~,~VI.D) 
IF (bl,"E.CO. 0 ) QFl,l~2h 
CP Ill 19u- 
19, UP*1IYT*.) 
If c411*E.L1,-0 +."LP.O 
,PY c"rrl,wlr 
IF C'JTI*E.~E.-11 h"Ltrv~Prl~.~P*, 
C 
If fcf*.GT.F.ol co 1n Lib 





C 6tGI"kIkG OF LOOP "YL" bLL JLTS 
"b 00 L10 's,,*JEl 





i lPAkS,OPH SURfACE C0nPOI"AlES 10 JLT SISTE" 
c 
J.Y 




























































































Ii (iL;LE.rVLPl co 10 131 
NL*wLP*l 
coNl1wJc 
NIPQ~~IPRfkl.IC~~cal)I + C2PI(U,.ZG,.SNl" 
LlARm CIPPf’rl.YG~ 
zcTlu~~cXPPc4l.IClraIllY + cZPncrrJ.zGJrCSlu 













































































7~~uro~* suwrcf cnnwoI~rie3 rrcr 70 -rw av17f~ 
Jm* 












IP (CFK.Gl.O.Ol GO 10 YO 




IC IkPeIvl, llo,vo,9t 
OPTIV4,L IJUTPUT 
~PITC (6,711, * 
on ,o Wl,UP 
rlllr cb,llbl u~YPncr~,rP~cu~,zPn~Ir),Uoj,v~~~,~c~~ 
CONTINUE 
IV ~C~*,Gl.o.Ol llElURU 





,c cNPIIINl.Ll.O, RETURN 
OUTWT IW~CCO VELOCIlIFa 2h .I-& avsiE* 
*RITE fL,TlT, 
rP!lE (b.715, 
"0 at ur,,Pdr 
ut .QI1C cb,llalr.NP~ul.rPcN~,2Pc~l,uPcNl,vP(u~~~P(~J, 
1 CNP~J(J,~,,J~,,NJE~, 
RLTUIN 

























































oI~ENaIm XCLCZ5lr *CL~ZS~,2CLcz5,,~cZ5,,nC~~~,l~l~~~,n~~~5, 
JCL 005 
,- JCL A"b 
1 M3l~pTC,0,,'C*0Cl0,.NFSEGro JCL 011 
COWON ILILOATI xBLC250,#vSLc250,#Z~Lc250,#Tp8~c250,~a"c250, JCL 012 
COY"ON ,CPOA~, L~PH~~C250,,xCp1250,,VCp~2501.2Cpc2~0~~ JCL 011 
1 c~LPnLc2sa~,abLP3LcZ50) .JCL OlU 
COW~ON ,*uorx, uar,*~,*7o~,*cwIcSo,,r~4x,~~sfcc~oi,L~a7*c50, JCL 015 
EOYYON IXVZCLI NJfl,*CVLC2,,XOc2,~v~C2J,ZO~2~,G~~vJC2,,~sc2,~ JCL Olb 
I ~no(2j,c*uC2,,xCLnCZ,25J~VCLRC2~25~~ZCLRC2~ZY~~l~ElAC2~2S,~ JCL 017 
: 
ICLICZ,Z5,,rJCl,?,Z5,,SJCv~Z,25~~Dsp~CT~2~25,~ JCL 0113 
UCLc2,25,, vcL(z,~sl, *CL~z,z¶¶, CPJ,CrX JCL Ol* 
COMMON /CLDAi/ *a8~2,,SS,2~11,rxaSc2~11,~vSSc2~!1,~2SS~2~1,,~ JCL 020 
: 
7aac2,~i~,t)aa~2,i~~r~aac2rio.xa~c2,iil1va*C2~iil~ JCL 021 








JCL OZT IO, fOllNAT ~/lOX,5nJLl,IS,lx,2OnDVlsOlRO OC WIN0 TIC) 
70) POUMAT ~/lOx.3rJfl,15,2X,lbHOUTDO~~O Op fLAP,IJ//) 
c 
Rrailao,o/5;;il592b 































































DO 100 Jplr'JJfl 
NCLmNCVLCJ, 
E 
TRANSpOlM JET 10 .'lNl COORDINATE SVITLM 
O@ b Krnl#NCL 
b 
LOCAVC tNIER5EClION Of WING 1,L. AND CLIP 1 L.t, 
MIlmNCU41 
DO 10 lSMST,W,HcK 
Ida1 
I~Ml.I.NC* 
Jr cvcPcIrj.vncJl> 11,12,10 
CUhllNUf 
WSITC CbrlO,, J 
611 10 100 
ZSScJ,l,aECl~P,XB,XC,Z8,2C,xaSCJ,l,, 
ZsICJ,Z~mFhl~pCXB,XC,ZB,ZC,xa5CJ,Z,, 
aS(J,ZJmaaCJ,l, + 5~plCCxaa~J,Zl.Xsa~J,lJ,*,I 
1 l CvaS(J,ZJ.VSSCJ,I,,**2 l CZsSCJ,2,.ZSaCJ,l,~**2, 
ZOp2sSCJ,I).RsaIJ,l, 
ZH~A1(ScZU=ZQCJ,l 
II c2r;Lt.l.of.o~J GO TO '111 






on lb- *iuai;*uo,** 
lf.1 
IfMl~I.*I 
IF ~vCP(IF,.VO~JJ, 21.22rlb 
lb COIIllrUE 
URIlE fb,Tfi2¶ J,MpJ 
OnP lb 















XOm(ZC.ZO + XRIZCB l xt*Zpt,/CZCR.ZfE, 
zo.ze l cxrJ.XB~*zCn 
x,BL.*xC 
55~J,5~~a5~J,2~+5011~~XSS~J,3,.xS5CJ,2,,~~2 
1 . (Vas,J,1,.V88,J,2,,~~2 . ~ZSS~J,l~.ZI~~J,Zjl~~~J 
XO,VOfJ,,ZD ARE C0010I~AlfS OF -INO.CLAP IUltR~CCTION 
If1 UP NCC CENTERLINC OVfl *INO, FIllIT TWO POINT1 1Rf UNCHANGED 
C 
Ib 








t .a ;air 










IC CLP.Cl.NCL .Op,L,Gv.25, 11DP 2T 














































































cO*CLcTED, ITLRT olr CL,, * 
IN T~4rrIITXOk lEGlOll BfTUtEY 
POINT fL) COPRZI~ONDI TO THL 
r*rG lb” FLIP, 
L.C. OF FL4P 1 







ll*IC tYCLItJ,LI)wXD~ JO,SO,Sl 
(VII(J,~).VIIfJ,l)i~~Z l IZII~J,~~=ZII~J,~~~a~Z~ 
I1 LllLRIl 
IF tLI.GT,NCLl (TOP 12 










































































































: CWPUW rkTLRSECTIIIU OC lb0 ?LlCl 
: 










YnITL tbr7OZ) J,WCJ 
: XO,VOfJl,ZD 4RE C001DIUATEI OF IWFRItCTZOw DC FLIII 
: 










~DLLow!wG POINT CL) CO~IIEIPONDI TO 411 lL4P TIC, 
1 .L.I - --. 
CmHCFtMFJI 
IC lWJ,LO.~C~l CW*Z,O 











SZ IF CXCLF!(J,LR)=XDl SlrSfrSl 
Sl LlllLWl 
It tLR.GT.NCL) ITOP ¶I 
TH(Ljm DF.?.I4D 
DC(LlmDSFICltJ.LR-11 
OIIij.ulaDFfLl LmL*; - 
: WY COMPUIF POINT LD I& 
c 















































































































































































Iv ~XCL~LD).XCL(LD.I~~ lo,lU,So 
XCLlLB)~tYCLtLB-l~*XCLo)IZ,O 
ZCL~L'?~~~ZCL~LD-I~~ZCLCLD*~~I/~.O 
GO TO IV 
IF fL,CT.ZSl ITOP SD 
ClNlIH CCLITERLINZ SPCCIClC4TION WITS 4 P4R4IflLIC 4°C 
POINTS H 4ND I 4I1C LIIT CO~IPUTLO CEYVC~LINC COIIITI 


















DO SO0 RGm1,1 
VOEDtmvSNtJ,S) 
IF tKG;EU.Z, VQEDGmV1TtJ.I) 
c 
: 
LOCITE INTCIIECTIO~ OF dI*G T.E. 4*D FL4P I L.C. 
MITmNCW+l 
DO 110 IQMIT,*U,NC* 
1-x 
IUHlUI.NCU 
IF lYCCfIY)=VOLDGl SlI,SlL,SIO 
I10 CONTIWC 
GO TO Ill 
c 































H8TmMIT4RTlMCJj + MI 
Mr;DwEuDlWJl 




l4~lfXs-XIl/~Zn.ZIl=lxx-X~l~lzI.z~ll~llz~ezn.zI~zIj~fz~.zzl _ _ . I .#,V.‘,l 
SR~~XI.XM~IIZI.ZW~ - #.0*11*14 


































DXItXS.XCLtL.I~)IS~O , 0.0001 
IF lL.L~.ZOI GO TO Sb 
XLrn2S.L 
4KLWML 
DX~~XI.YCL~L.~~)/~ML . 0.0001 
5b CIYNTYNuf 
4fiLao.s 
DO 55 ,.L.I(L 
IF II.Gr.Il bxLm1.0 








,P (~CP(IF~.VOCDE~ S~l.S&?,Slb 
Sib COWIWE 
GO TO 511 















xfJmlzC.18 * XB.ZCll . XL*zFEY/tzCE.zCE~ 
ZD=ZE + (XD=XBj*ZCI 
IF trG.1, 5OL!,50Y,505 
50~ XI~lJ,~l~Xb 
ZSNlJ.3lmZD 




















LOCITE THC INTERSECTION OF THE EDGE1 OF TMC JET *ITH THE 
c 
XCNtJ,.lr ETC. 
TIlILING tDGt8 OC THE LIFTING WRF4CCI 
I ILiBP4ID SIOt OF JET 








JCL 3Q8 N.J 
C 
: 
LOCAT INlLIICCTION Or JET IIOtI rITH fL4P T,E, 
'Iss YIN*1 
c 
VOCDONVIIfJ,N~ * UIIJ,~J 
If fxI;CO.1> V~LDOQVIItJ,NJ . 4IIfJ,N) 
II WJ,CO,Y~J~ 50 TO SSb 







IO TO SS3 
XtNCNTR~lVC~I!C'l7,VC~~!f~~XILo,I)LC!f ,VOCOI1 







If fNfJ.CO.Y.37 CO TO 557 
XD~IZE.ZI + XO*ZC~ l ~tnZltl/lZtI.ZCIl 
ZOmZB t IID-XB)*ZCI 









on 10 555 
F.NCft"fJ, 
-f*Z.O 
CfZ*Z,O~f~IDQTlI:L.:f~~~~ * fZE.Zf~**l) 
XDNXD.CfZ*COIlDfZl 
ZDQ2D+CC2+11N(D~Zl 




























00 TO 5SI 
NfJmNfJNfNfJJ 
CII TO SSQ 
NfJQNfJN1N-11 
NIQNCftNfJ3 
NITNNIT4QT(NfJi . N! 
WD."Eh.D("fJJ 
I)D 5%" :wIT,MuD,NI 
1rm1 
jf*lNI.** 
II lvcCcII~~vOtDIl sYlr¶sl,slI 
CONTINUC 







































































DO b1 INlrL 
lfN1 
If fXL.XCLtI1~ bl,b3,bl 
b3 CONTINUE 
bI DO CS INIfrL 
*.**I 
T&iNtI1/Q4D 
XIStJ.*~Q:CLlIY * ICII*II'J~TWC~ 
ZIBtJ,~~QZCLtI~ l ItI~*COI~lNSl 
VIItJ,N)NVCLtIl 
TIItJ,~)NTNtI~ 
IQfJ,*i=IItJ,*-II + IOITlI"IICJ,~l=xIItJ,r.('!..I . 







VSN~J,N~DVBI~J,*~ Q 4IIlJ,~l 
XITCJ,N~mWICJ,*7 





CHtCr IUNf4Ct COOQDIN4TCI fOR IlQL~ULAQ:T:C( 
YfJImNfJb3 
76 ;;I:0 IDNfJ3,N 
If tXINtJ,1~.CL.XINfJ.I-l7l CO TO II 
If tXITCJ,Il,CC,XIT1J,I=l1~ IO TO II 
TO CONTINUC 
GO TO IS 
,I 
--....-. 


























ll4lSE JET’IBOVL IlIQfICI Of NING 4NF FLIP1 




























































































: tlAll)?OlM JET BACK 10 JET tOOr(DI~ATE SlITtu 
e 





























IUBIIOUTIHE COItCl INP,XPS,"PI),ZPR, u,NTIMt) CRT 001 
CRT 001 
COlRtCT PltLD POINT LOCATIOLII TO AVOID VORTEX RING IINOUL~OITltI CRT 001 
MODlPlEO FOI IUlPACt IPCC!FICAl~ON OC OUADR!LAtLRAL IXNCI CRT OOY 
CRT 001 
“:\;,‘;I;’ ZDLNT!CICATION..,. CRT OOb 
COINI OUTIIDE JtTr *OT CORltCTCO CPT 007 
. 1 POlNT YEAR JET, CO~WCTEO CRT 001 
. I** POINT INt.lDE JET MI CORIIECTED CRT 00, 
CRT 010 
ElrLtrI:rYv XPR~z5o~,“PalZ5o~,ZPn~zYol 






ICLI~Z,2S~,~JLT~I,ZS~,~JtT~Z,Z5~,DI~~ClCZ,Z5~, CRT 014 
UCL~I,PSlr VCLOrZS), UCL(Z.Ll), CCJ,CFI( CIT 015 
tO*Yor ICLDITI *SS~Z~,Sa~ZrIl~lrISIz.Il~,“SS~Z,lo,zSIfZ,1l~, CRT 016 
: 
“SI~t,lI~,PSIlZ,l1~.~5I~Z,1O,XIN~Z,ll~rVI~lI,ll~, CRT 017 
Z~~lZ,i~~.~IT12,~i~r~~~0,i~~,z~Tf2.~t~,0~B12,~i~ CRT 01n 
COWON IPTDATI NPTJl~,Z5O),NClCT CLIT 019 
COMMON /NCJCL/ NFJ,NIJMOl CRT 010. 
CIT 011 
IADm5T.tQ57791 
IC (NTIW.LT,-1) GO TO 19 




lEAlCH 1111.1 CO@ l OlWI Tb IL COLlllECTtD 
IIml 
KLPNaac*l 
“” 3 JaI,NP 
XPXPIIfJl 
“‘“Pl8fJ) 
DO Y M.!,NL 
KSPK 
IF lK.XII~H,1)1 lZ,lI,I 
0 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 



























1; f;,Lt.vI .AND. “.GE,“Ol GO TO 1Y 
“I.“,,16 
“n.YO.46 
IC lV.LE.“I .AND. “,Gc,VO) 60 TO IS 
GO 10 3 
NPTJf*,J)=XuJtT 























































































JCTVCL I*Tl~C) JVL no! 
JVL 002 
CALCULATC ADDITIONAL CIQCULATION Ok VLAP TO ACCOUNT JVL 0~1 
CO@ JtT TUSNING AND CALCULATC vtLnCITX21 INDUCtD JVL “0. 
2” TM11 ADDITIOMAL CII)CULbTIO* JVL no, 
CALCULATE ,kDUCED VELOCITY FlCLD CD@ COW2 CALC. JVL OOL 
CIJ..l.O , JET *DOLL LND JfT ClnC~L~Tf0r VlLlXlTlEI JVL DOT 
NOT ll2ED I* FOlCt CALC, JVL ODE 
CCJ* 0.0 , ALL JET VtLOCITlEI UIED Ib FOlCE CALC. JVL 001 
CCJ* 1.0 , JLT *OBLL VELOCtTlLI UI2D IN FORCE CALC. JvL OLD 
.JVL 011 






cO.mar /IVDtX/ ~Ir,*r,~T0T,rCr,l~0,,I~bX,N~Ie2l~~¶,~~IT~~~~~ 
COMMON I’ii&IF/ Ni’~~G~U~Lb~~~~~Lb~~lO~2~~~~~~lI,~~I~tlo~~~~~lO,~ 
l*ITb2T~lO~,*L~D~lO,,N~It2~~lO~ 
COYNOY /CPDATl ALC~AL(2S0l,xC~~220~~VC~l250,,2~~~220,, 
1 CbL~wL~250~,2ALCHL~250, 
cowwou /IVtLIIUC,VP,mP 
CO”MO)1 /I)SIDE/ CIo~25o,.UEIf2lO~,VC1~25O~,~tIr?SO, 




UCLl2,25,, VCLC2,22), WL~JrJ~~, WJ,CM 




CONNON /PTDATl NPTJlZ,Z50l,NClCT 
COMMON IVLDATI *VLC,NVLtIOI, 
COMNOY /ltCOUAl SJPAN,8SE~,~ECL,X~,ZP 
, COM*ON /ILDbTI IBL~~IoI,Y~LI~SO~,ZBL~~SO,,TPII~~SOI,W(~SC!, 
CONMON /bIbI/ I,~bL?,COIAL? 
COMMON lWJCL/ YCJ,WJWJl 
COWON lJLlCIW JrLPCl2O)rLJCLP, C12J~l¶o~r~~~flIO~r~bJllY0, 
COMMOU ICLPDATI IDtL1ZIlOlrCDtLXZ~lo,;Y~~~D,lO,,I~Hl~~lO,, 
1 cPu1~~10, 
COMMON /?~NLlN~~lNT,~J~~L,JPHLC2Ol 




bYZmfYCN.YOO~~Z2=ZCo - CYZ-YCT,*lZCN.ZGT~ 
AXZm.(XCN=XCT)~l22=ZCT~ . lX2=XGTl*~ZtN.ZCTl : 
bXY~lICN.IC?~~lYJ-VJT~ l lX2.LOT,~(YON.“OTI c 
l TAmIOqTlAYZra2 l AxZl92 , AXY~*J, 
D~~~~XP~~N~XOT~~AYZ l ~YP~~N~=YOT~~~X~ + IZPI~Nl=ZGT~~bxVlIIITb 5 
IC CBJi 11,1S,Sb 
lb BlmDJ : 
I, ~~4::0%m,.~J, 
C 
XPMN,;XWN) , tDObI.Ol,*CITN : 
ZCRlUlmZ?ICN> . IDIbI.Dl,~lNTY 
































JUOIOUTINE 2I:N2 fx~,Y?,ZC,,U~v,~~ WC 001 
: co*cu7I THE V~LOC17Y t!!DllC2D IY"4 mJAb~i~rrCIbL vaiwx nsrc 
on0 002 
01s 00s 
c 015 a -.. 
: 
Xeii&YCJOe~ZCliIe AR2 COORDXiihibi CbRi<R COZNTJ IN JCT JVITJM OR0 P 
010 a 
: 
XP,vP,ZP AM FlZLD POINT COOxDl~bT21 IN JLT IYITEU 019 a 
U,v,r AIL WUCED VELOCITY COMIOYCWI IN R,Y,Z OIPfClIONI 015 a 






UW.0 011 alI 
VUO.0 mo 011 







IoT,COllMAT II/lOX,2IHIUIIMARV OF JET TUI~INC POWLI , 
9xIY*,5X7YbICA~Y,,7x~M~b~~V,IX~~C~J,~X~~CbJ, 
7oI CORMAT (ltll,lSx,oltWti*AlY OF TOTAL JET I*DuCCD VCLOClTY PIILD I 
A IJOX,bbUUtl,VCY,*tI I VCLOCITV CO~~OMJWI ~LIYuCJD II* VOlTLX RING 
IJE- MODEL I ~~X~T~HUJIVJI~J m VELnCITY CWON~YTI ~Vaueto 01 J 









JvL -. - - . _ 











lp ~NiI~E.2, 10,50,50 
CONTIWC 
LJCLPmO 








1xB?mAY2**2 * 1x2**2 , bXT..J 
IDI~XAP*IIC + YbC*Yll? + ZIPIZUC 







2BP~zCPOiI~.2C WC . . . -.. 
011 
2mJPnT~xI~**J + VW**2 * zlrr*J~ ORE OIq 
DO 10 NDl,I 015 020 
rb,.xBc 010 021 
Tb,.“IP mc OLJ 
ZIPmzIC 010 011 
fllG 021 
N.N., ow 025 



























bO0 CIlCULbTIO4 ON tLAC1 tll ACCOUNT PO1 Jl’l TlllvZNG 
I? fNFREG.LE.0 ,011. NrJ.EO.0) lETURN 








DO 10 Jm!,NJtT 



































1C CNPSINT,Cl,O) *RITE (b.IPSl 
DC 2, ra1,rm1 
UJl~~~O.0 
VJlN,sO.O . ~~ 
~Jl~l.O.0 
IF lNVLC.LL.0, GO 10 (21 
21 IF ~W.NVL~NLll l2S,25,225 
221 uLmuL*l 






ClLL JTClRV lL1#VV,22,4l 









II lWClYW.LL,Q, WTUlN 
MRITC lL,IWl 
00 2h JalrLJFLm 
NDJFLf'lJ, 
DU~aCIPJlJl*fJUQPI 
sl112 Ib.791, r,APlJ,,DU*,CUJlJ,,CIJlJi 
ILTURN 
CnrTlHUl 
SET UC JCT rSikI&TCD VtLti-ITV FtrLD CD@ “SE !U FOPCE CALC. 
REMOVL ALL JET IWJCCO WLncrTtLS CPW FORCE CALC. 






"SE JET MODEL 1rDuCCn YtLOCIllFS UbL" 
_ 
b, CflNTlVUE 

















































































COMMON ,,LQl7, XlFlllnl.llELl~O1,IlLQlZSOl,~lLR~25O,,Z~L~~25D1~ 
1 xTLL12501#r7LL12501.21LL12501 
CO"!+, , ,lr"EIFI ~F~F~,NFL4PS,IDfLA~llO,2,,~C~llO1,~SF~,O,~~Ff,~,~ 
l~ST1r(1110,,*ENDl10,,NFSEGF110, 
COMYOY /FLPOLt/ SDELXLl10,,CDELXZI10,,VFl3O,lO,,S~"If~,Q,~ 
ICPHIF~IOI 




CWr"w /rFJCL/ uFJ,YFJ*O, 













If ,rr.QL.-S .AND. u.LC.*El IfLa6Wl 
JPNBO 
IF lIFLLG.LQ.01 W TO 100 
,DEul,F" r,.ll UU*BEQ (JPli, C~*lAlklYG CLNLL 4 









DO 220 Jm,,LJFLP 
JPmJ 
IaJFLPfJl 
IF ll,tQ.'~, G" TU 220 
C 1DE~TIfV fLAP riUWEl (JF,, CWdTAlslrQ P&NE, I 
lFL=JFl 
r'lfI~4FSfGF~JFIl 









LOCATF SPANrISE Wl* IIS-l CO~TAI-JI~G P.rFL I 



















IC ~HAFl."C.Ol co 70 21" 
VO FLAP8 IILHIND tH1S WE. COMPUTE lNFLUiNCC "F SC~I.IUFINITE 














co tn 21b 
TWRE AIIE FLAP1 SfHIW 1"IS “NE, COMPUTE IHILLIENCE OF 


















































































































































































suoRo"T1riF FV"," lA,N,NuNlt,IP) 
D~NCNSIOH AlN,~lr1PlN) 
RFAn lN"II,I, A.1, 
.ETURS 
EkD 
tO"M,W /INDEX/ *S*,**,~~0l,*CrIl30~,1~A~,NFStGl3~~,t~STFl~OJ 
CWWN /RSIDEl CIRl2¶O~,UEIl250~.VEIl25O~,UEll25O~ 




UCLl2,25lr vcLl2,2s~, rcLl2,Es), CFJICFK 










C LlOl "1, 
WRITE 14, ~JE7.~C*L."SS.~O~VO,2Q,G~"VJ,nS.SuO.Cu UOT OIP 
: 
UCL,VCL#*cL,SS,XSS,vSs,zSS,~Ss,SSS.~ss,GSs, UOT 015 
XSH,VIN,ZSH,XST,VS7,ZS7~KLII.*CCI,LCLI.TA, 1101 Olb 
I AJCl,bJtT,OSFAC7,SCLl),rYLP,NVt UOI 017 
RETUFIU "07 "IS 
END UOI 010 
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:nput and output wing data and 
layout wing vortex lattice USE 
input and output flap data and 
layout flap vortex lattice 
Zorrect horseshoe vortex trailing 
leg positions at flap junctions 
4dd core area for influence 
coefficient matrix 
Zalculate influence coefficient 
left hand side, FVN 
Criangularize left hand side 
store triangularised left hand 
side, FVN 


































(End of geometry-dependent section lz2- 
of program) 1 I 
6 A 
/-Card identification numbers 
in main program 




-I Subroutine EEOFL I 
Figure l.- General flow chart of program USBMAIN. 
69 
(Begin section of program dependen 
on right hand side of boundary 
condifion equations) 




Calculate tangent jet centerline 
Calculate jet-induced velocities 
at wing-flap control points 
Store jet parameters and exter- 
nally-induced velocltes on tape 
Read jet parameters and exter- 
nally-induced velocities from 
tape 4 
I 





Calculate additional loading on i 
flap panels to account for jet 
turning, and calculate induced 
1 



















Calculate right hand side of 





Solve set of equations for 
vorticity distribution for this I Subroutine 










Adjust jet-induced velocity field1 









Calculate loads on eachindividual 
panel - traditional method 1367 
I 
Calculate forces and moments on I 







Calculate loads on each 







Calculate forces and moments on 
entire configuration 
I 
Calculate velocities at specified1 
field points 
; 3g7iNEPTS >Ojw] 
Calculate jet model-induced 
velocities at specified field 
points 
Calculate jet additional loading 
induced velocities at snecified 
field points 
END 
Figure l.- Concluded. 
71 
PROGRAM ll~~~A~N~IhiP~f,1~~TPC~~,~~~~~BT:~PlJf,tAP~6~~l~TP~!T,lAPE.U,TAPF.~) lJ9.R 001 
ClrMMON FVN(18496) USR on2 
CALL US’3 LISB 005 
STOP USH OOU 
END LISA no5 
cl~C*******t*****l*2***~******t****~*~~**~~*~~**~**~~*~**~~***~~~~*~*****~~ lJ9s 195 
C LISB 196 
f ADD CORE A@~A FOR I~fLUkhltt COEfFICIFNT MATRIX USR 197 
C IF REGIFL IS NOT AVAILAHLE , RF*r)Vk THIS SFCTIllN AND‘INCWEASE US8 198 
c THE I)IMF.N$ICIN~ OF Fb'b 1% @LANK CCIMMLlM, AHOVF, TO -'tf?T*MTOT USR 199 
C WWFRE MTCIT r TOTAL sUrr3tP nF ul?RTEx PANECS OY nIriG AND FLAP l!SR 2rro 
C ?I 3 e 2 0 I 
C IFLRIO use 202 
C CALL RFOFLtIPLR) IJSB 203 
C LF~~~ICI-B+MT~~T*~TOT-I USH 204 
C CALL RERFLfLFLI LJSH 205 
USB 206 
~****+********+****~**********~t***********,****,***.*.**,~**~********~* IISR 207 
RFTURN USBA421 
FND USB u22 
Figure 2.- Alternate card decks defining program USBMAIN 
and subroutine USB. 
72 
JET 
m -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 
I I I I 
ewM7Ew 
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 ' -2 0 
ft I I I I I 1 I I I : 
I 















_ - 2 
- -3 
m 
Figure 3.- Vortex-lattice,arrangement for the 
two-engine USB configuration of reference 6. 
-4 
W 












Wing + Flap 
I I I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 
x 
I I I I I I I 
cl = 766 Pa 
a = 8’ 
0 
I I I I 
1 2 3 4 
Flap I 
5 6 7 8 
x 




X Wing root chord 
I _ Jet boundarv 
I I- 
-I 
_--0-- -- 1 
_- -- 

















I I I 
I 
; . ’ 




























\ k ;- - - 
qp-- - 7‘- - -,-’ _ _ 
--J- - -_ -- 
T---, 
f --- 
---A,- , - 
---_ 45 
---a 
Figure 5.- USB configuration with aspect ratio 6 










FORMAT (I5), 1 card 
5 10 15 
NHEADI NFVN I NUNITj NFPTZINPRI; 
IIIIII II I 
FORMAT (20A4), NHEAD cards 
FORMAT (6FlO.O), 1 card 
1 SREF I11 REFL 121 XM 131 ZM I" ETAJ 




ITEM5 FORMAT (3FlO.O), 1 card 
1 Il. 21 -31 
(151, 1 card 
CRW I SSPAN WNGLAT) I 
PHID 
P F F I 
ITEM6 FORMAT (SIS), 1 card 
5 15 
NCW I MSW",NTCW 1 NUNI'",NPRES= 
IIIlIIlII 
ITEM7 FORMAT (3F10.0.15). MSW + 1 cards r NFSEG(1) . _ 
I"PSIWLE(I) 1 21PSIWTE(I)131 
I F I F II 
(MSW+l CARDS) 
(a) Page 1. 
Figure 6.- Input forms for USB prediction program. 
OMIT ITEM 8 IF NTCW = 0 
ITEM 8 FORMAT (8FlO.O), NCW values, eight per card. 
(WNG~T) 
ALPHAL('1)11'ALPHAL(2)j21 . . . pkLPHAaNC!W)I 
F I F I F I F I-) 
> 
NCW values per card. 
1 card if NTCW=l and NUNI- 
MSW cards if NTCW=l and NUNI= 
OMIT ITEMS 9. 10. AND 11 IF NWREG = 1 - 
If NWREG > 1, repeat items 9, 10, and 11 in sequence NWREG - 1 times. 
ITEM10 FORMAT (315, 2F10.0) 
26 36 
CIN I TESWP 
F F 
OMIT ITEM 11 IF NTCW = 0 
IOUT - IIN 
ITEM11 FORMAT (8FlO.O), NCW values, eight per card. One set of 
r ALPHAL(1) IrrALPHAL(2) Ii1 
41 
. . . I%LPHAL(NWCI 
(~~~GLAT) F I F I F I F I t 
t 
I I I I 
I 1 ) 
sets of cards if NTCW-1 and NUN1 =O 
cards if NTCW-1 and NUNI-1. 
> 
NCW values per card. 
1 card if NTCW=l and NUN1 =l 
IOUT- IIN cards if NTCW=l and NUNI= 0 
ITEM 12 FORMAT (IS), 1 card (O<NIDF<=) 
15 
NFREG', .NID&DF(I), I = 1:" NIDF=, 
III1 II III 
If NFREG=~, omit items 13, 14, 15, and 16. 
NFREG>O, repeat items 13, 14, 15, (05 and 16 NFREG times NFREG< 10) 
(b) Page 2. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 




NCF (NTCF (NUN1 FPRESF 
IIIIIII 
ITEM15 FORMAT (SFlO.O), 1 card 
(FLPLAT) 
5 10 15 
INREGI IIN I IOUT 
I I I II 
FORMAT (415), 1 card 
5 IO 15 20 
NOTE: More than one set of items 14,15, and 16 may be 
required by NINREG on item 13. 
I. 11 21 3-l 41 
I 
GAPIN I CRFIN 1 GAPOUT CRFOUT I DELXZ 
F F I F I F I F 
OMIT ITEM 16 iF NTCF=O 
ITEM16 FORMAT (8FlO.O), NCF values, eight to a card. 
IOUT - IIN sets of cards if NTCF = 1 and NUNI=O 
One set of cards if NTCF=l and NUNI- 
' ALPHAL(l)=ALPUAL(2) 21 * . . 
(FLPLJJT) F 1 F NCF values per card. 
1 card if NTCF=l and NUNI=l 
IOUT- IIN cards if NTCF-1 and NUNI=O 
OMIT ITEM 17 IF NFPTS=O 
ITEM 17 FORMAT (3FlO.O), NFPTS cards 
(WIN) 
gfi NFPTS cards (O< NFpTS < 50) 
ITEM 18 FORMAT (IS), 1 card 
(MAIN) 
Cc) Page 3. 
Figure 6.- Continued. 
Item 19 through end repeated NRHS times. 










OMIT ITEM 20 IF NJPNL-0 
ITEM 20 
PNL(&JPNL& 15 . 20 25 24 35 40 . . IJP 
1 I I I 
IIIIIII 
I 
I I I‘ I I I I I ( (NJPNLL~~) 
If KJET- 1, include items 21 through 25. 
ITF&l 21 
20 
NHEAD'I NJ&j NVLP"lNCRCTbPR1 
25 
(JET) IIIII II II 






23 and 24 are repeated NJET times. 
I 
ITEM 23 1 n 21' 31 yf 51 a 65 . 
mu(J) I RHO(J) I XQ(J) , YQ(J) I 
F I 
ZQ (J) I DS (J) 
(JET) F F I 
NCYL(J) 
F I F F IT1 
(d) Page 4. 
F igurc 6.- Continued. 
ITEM 24 FORMAT (7Fl0.5), NCYL cards 
XCLR(J,N) lo YCLR(J,N)20 ZCLR(J,N)30 
40 
AJET(J,N) BJET(J,NjO THETA(J,Ny DSFACT(J,N? 
(JET) . F F F F F F F NCYL(J) 
cards 
OMIT ITEM 25 IF NVLP=O 
ITEM 25 
1 L(J)5,, I!". NVL;: 20 25 30 35 
J- I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 * I II ( 
END OF DATA 
(e) Page 5. 



















































3 3 3 
1 1 0 
2 0 n 
0.0 1 .O%b 
P n 0 
0.n i.nZb 
% 0 0 
0.0 l.Olb 
E 0 13 
? 0 0 
0.11 1.19 





11 12 1: 


































































































































zl 2: :: A 
-1 
17 31 1: 
I 1 
0 -1 
JET ON LCCT WING PIUEL - VELrlC!7V DCCAV PROM 
2. 9l.73 -.2b .05 
0. 1.5UE .Zb 6. 1. 
0. 1.5UZ .Zb 0. 1. 
0. 2.21 .37 n. 1. 
0. 2,bOS .UJ!l n. 2. 
0. 1.0 .5n 0. 2. 
U 5 b 7 8 P 1” 
1 n 1 0 1 -1 1 1 
1 n 1 0 1 -1 t 
: 
1 








































































































2 0 0 
0.0 1.105 
2 0 0 
0.0 1.1ns 
L n 0 
2 0 0 
0.102 1.19 
L 0 0 
0.083 l.lb 
1 13 17 


















































































































n 0 n 3 1 2 3 
11 12 lb 17 21 22 Pb 17 31 3L 
(b) Sample case 2. 
Figure 7.- Concluded. 
82 
WC,“L su*acI I 
IWCOAr)O EDGE cnom . b,ZIoOo 
ILLIIPbh . 11.s00c0 

































Figure 8.- Sample output from USB aerodynamic prediction program. 
SP,r*ISL LNLT,““S UP 








n.AP NWBLR 2 ( 2) 
l~F10A110 FDGE GAP I 0.00000 
OVT8OARO LOGE GA? . 0.00000 
1NBOAr)D cnm CHORD . 1.02*00 
OUTBOARD EDGE CHORD . .nboOn 
O~ILECTIIV~ AbGLE l 22.00000 
I2 ““RTlCES &SE TO IL ,..I0 OUT 011 T”lS CL&L 
b SPIN-IIE IV E CHOaoDISC 
SPlk*ISC LOCATlONI Of 





















l~lP Nu*BEIl 2 ( 51 
lNBOAR@ EDGE GA. . .lW300 
rJUTROAIID EDCC GAP . .ObbOO 
IrtJOARD CBGE CPOPD . l.lbOOO 
Olll.3OllD EDCF C”ORD . ,wooo 
DEFLECTIn* IUGLE 8 32.00(IBn 
(b) Paqe 2. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(c) Page 3. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
bb ..llbbQ .,",150"0 P.1)1.110" ..53b"7 .,".159>0" ",*"90" ..5UlRI 
bT .."9UO .l".!50"0 " . I. r, F ,' I? .I .2=."82 .lU,15~0F 0.00"00 .?.7071! t.8 .I .b”RP .,u.lSn"P r,,""ve .I .Qb557 .,(1.,500" o.oo~1o" .U.hbUl" 
hP .2.J2295 .I".l5"00 *."OO"O *?.*P~O .,Y.15"'10 ~."O""" .l.OU85b 
70 .4.",77, .,".,5001 3,1,11oc* .4.395n9 .,".!50~" ~.no"oo .9.,,2"9 
II *.lb592 .,5.501~n *.oannn ..L19117 .,5.5~"00 o.nonoo ..5uia4 
72 ..1296* .1¶.50n"n 9.9"CO" .I.IhlUb .15.5mo ".0000~ .2,70Tl! 
73 .,.~933U -15.50n00 P.0000l .1.*25,e 115.5000~ O.C9000 .‘,."bYlfl 
7Y .Z.l~bW -~5,50nno 0.*000r .2.uwla4 .15.5onoD n.00000 .l.O%%b 
15 -2.n2nb.s .,¶.50nF" F.0000O .1.15252 .,5.5n000 ~.00000 .9.,,209 
7b *.,53lb .,b.8500@ ~.oonoo ..ll59~1 .,h.Rs"on n.nonon ..5u,0, 
77 ..?b578 .,b,W5"00 o.noonn .I .*TEOP .lh.~S~"O n,lrnr)no .Z.lbl,I 
78 .1.37840 .I~..95non P.000"0 .,.bC"l, -1b.850nO 0.00000 .U,8bU70 
79 .I.99102 *lb.15009 “.O”OOO .2.2914u .lb.@S”OO 0.“0000 .?.OOOSb 















































































































































.C001DI~ATES OF B')"ND LCD MlDFflINT . ..Ct."l~,b,,,E, OF ~"sT@W. P”,wT... 
XOLIJ, VllLfJl Z8LlJl XCPfJl *CP(Jl 
E.L. S.EEF 





















































































(c) Page 3, continued. 






























l *nEGInY 2 CLAP 1 DIV. l , 
ML(J) VOLtJl ZI1LfJl 
.5.07977 .r.iosoo ,037Sl 
.S.bUOOU .7.YPSOO ,187bs 
.U,8lUSl .s.usaoo ,015SV 
.5.3Y57U .s.u1000 .I7795 
d.SYVPS -lO.lbYOO .033b1 
.5.05145 .lO.lbSOO ,lb82I 
.U.2RUVU .ll.UQSOO .03170 


























-rco”“n~sbrE, OF C”“TOOL POIUI... 0.L. SrnECP c 
ICPfJ) YCnlJl ZCP(J) PSI(J) 
.S.fSP10 .7,u9500 ,112se .10,8720U 
-5.OEOl7 .7,YV500 .21271 .12,10*21 
.S.oenll .s.s~ooo .lOblb .10,8720Y 
=S.b115b .U.S~OOD .L4QlO .12,10*21 
.U.10015 .b0,1b500 .1on02 .1n,.S72ou 
-5.30255 .lO,lbSOO .EJSUV .12.10921 
.P.S2lbE .11.u9500 .09519 .ln.OT~br 























.r.*...*..PEGI”U 2 FLAP 2 DA11 .a......., ( Sj 
VORTCX .COnmDIIlAlES OF BOUND LEG 31DPOINT SURFACE 
1I"WlC" 
. ..CO”“DINAII. Co* COUTIOL POINT--. U.L, SUEEP HALF.rlDW 
SLOPE 
J IOLfJl *EL(J) ZELIJ) XCCfJ) 'ICC(J) ZCp(J) PSI(J) SC(J) ALW~LrJl 
12s l b.ZSIlS .l,dQSOO .WbO3 .b.PPTTU .7,e9soo .5PSTO .12,01QEl .bbPSO 
12b .b,Tl712 .1.48,00 
0.40000 
.bV5PS -b.QlbQl .7iYPSDO .14Slb .13,3001Y ,bbWO 0.00000 
127 .¶.03lbO .S.UJOOO .3753r .b.l,8YI .0.u3000 .5171r l 12,na921 
121 .b.3US21 .0.113000 
.b7451 0.00000 





-1O.lbSOO .55YlS .5.81011 .10e1b500 .U0USl -12.08921 
.b.O332V .lO.lbSOO 
, Lb950 0.0000 
,b2211 rb.24735 .lO.lb500 .TSbOQ =13,1024@ 
iI1 .S,27*72 -11.uvs00 ,JlUlll 
,bbVSO 0.00000 
.5.48112 .ll.o9500 .PbOO, .12,OIQZI 
132 .¶.bIESZ 
,bb*SO 0,nnnoo 
.ll.PP¶OO .5u50u .5.88192 .11.119500 .71171 .13,10151 .bbVZO n.n0000 
. ..r*rr.*.ILG*UH 1 CL&C 1 011A ..*a*..,.. ( bj 
VORTEX .COORDIrlVl8 OF BWMD LFG *IDPlllNT 
rU*0LI 
. ..COlrllDISAIC.. "F C"lr'lOL P",NV.-. U.L. S.EEP HALF.r,,,VH SUPFICF 
J XlLlJl VaLcJI 
SLOPE 
2BLI.I) VCPIJ) VCP(J) ZCp(J) PlllJ7 lUlJ1 ILPMUfJ7 
111 ."."l214 -12.u3000 .mbno .P.5b056 .12.8~000 


















.16.15000 .2Oll51 .10,75b31 .b5139 b.00000 
ALPHA WV* UUNIT hIPV9 MPRIYI HJFT KEI *w*, NLOAD UJPhL w nc 0.000 0 a 12 0' *CPJ WJ 1 0 
1 1 10 1 .l 
WLF* 
1 1 
JET 74TtWtRtNCt “Y FLAPS 1 2 , 
JET TL~QPlNG EFFICIEkCV . 1.0” 
(c) Page 3, concluded. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
UJCT V”,.P NP rrCRC7 JCPILl, 
I 10 13b 0 "1 
Cl, JCt PARA*ElERS CT Pwl V" "G LO OfI) UCVL CAMMAIV 
l.OOPO 1.250'1 2,000~ .3,7JOO ..2bOO .osoo 5 B.bl41 
ICL VCL LCL SCL 1w1a I DICACT P 
0.00000 0.00000 o.floooo 0.0000 0.0000 ,,a:20 .ZbOO 1.000 7.208 
4,bOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 Y.bOOO 0.0000 1.5420 .2bOO 1,000 7.208 
~1.00000 0.00000 0."0"00 11.0000 o.onoo 2.21no .1?00 11000 10,120 
1P.50000 0.00000 0.00000 1v.5000 D,OOOO 2,bOSO .UlSO 2.000 12,lbO 
lu.00000 o.~oono 0.00000 10,oooo 0,OO"" 1.0000 .50O0 2.000 la.000 
Jf? XUDUCED VLLOCIIXLS AIE OMIlltD ON PLNCLS... 12 11 I b 7 8 9lD 
(dl Page 4. 
Figure 0.- Continued. 
rJF1 NVLP kP VCPCT JPPIMT 
1 10 130 0 “1 

















































































































VI 28 a.5 TMCTA A 
.3.730 =.oas 0.000 0.000 1.512 
“3.730 -.a25 ".b"O 0,000 I .5y2 
.3.730 l ,D25 7.sus 0.000 l.IPQ 
.3.730 ,175 B.SOb 12.000 1.047 
“3.730 ,537 Q.Ub7 22,000 2.041 
.3.730 1.550 ll.,VO 32.000 2.211 
“3.730 1,850 12.22s 13,SUO 2.310 
.I.730 2.130 13.bY7 8.3bII 2,PbS 
“3.730 2.312 15.031 b.STI 2.blb 
“3.730 2,502 lb.UOb S.SQ2 
U.TO2 
2,770 
.$.730 2.722 13,061 1.008 
JET INDUCED WLOCIlILS IDE O~ITTLD ON PLNELB.., 1 
0 XSN YIN 
.2bO 2.000 “2.110 
.EbO .L,bOO .L.lII 
,311 .S.OVY “1.811 
,327 .b,PZl -1,713 
,312 .T.UVU rl.bI, 
.3/n .V.bSS .l.¶lQ 
.38b “Q.781 “1.420 
,412 .ll,lIb l 1.2b7 
.u37 “12,510 “l.llP 
.Yb? .13,*12 -.VbO 










































ZW XII VI7 LIT DIS 
“1025 2.000 .5.272 .,025 1.0 
..025 .Z.bOO .I ,272 ..025 ,  “5 195 S.S7Q t:: 
,189 .b.OW l ¶,b77 .Ib2 1.0 
,57b .b.I73 .S.TTl .uve I.0 
l.bT$ “8,SUY .s.v41 l,UII I,0 
I.850 -0.7Q.3 l b,OYO 1,250 
2,13n “11,lIb l b,lQ3 2,130 1’: 
2,332 .12,55u .b.JUb 2,332 2:n 
2,502 “13,QlI l b,SOO 2,502 a.0 
2,722 .lS,Qbl l b,TlO 2,722 200 
b 7 B 0 10 
w 
W 
(e) Page 5. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(f) Page 6. 














































. . . ..CDN."OL POINT COOR"INATES---- . ..E"7~!4~lLL" INIIIIKED VELOCITIF8.. 
XCP(J1 YCPIJl ICC(J) UtlfJ) VFIIJ) 
105 .O,lU258 .1.v700n 
106 .8,51P58 -1.QToOO 
107 .?.P¶"L7 "2.70500 
101 "1.171VV "2.7OSO~ 
109 .7.6.8,8U "3.73000 
110 .I.@IPU5 .3.730"0 
111 "7.P1351 .Y,7ssoo 
112 .7,80bV2 .u,7550n 
II3 .l.I7bSV "5.661100 
IIU "7.55747 .S.bbOOO 
I15 .b.QlZYO .~.UY000 
















..nO~s, ..EOC~V ..~1"51 
-."r),7R .,"r,an .."32aS 
..*nsu, ..?P?or ..OJUL-1 
..on,L!1 ..0"22! .."l71" 
..onov, .."0194 .."lOU2 
.."",lU ..0"!2V -.025QQ 
..ooQlF .."0!5S -.027Yl 
..~"SUl ..""l"P ..028QI 
..fiObRY ..OOlbU -.030u0 
..oonuI ..““lOb ..03180 
.."c310 .."PllQ “.0223b 
.."(IYQl ..OO,U.¶ ".9233b 
-."0527 ..001"0 -."2U37 
-.411b22 ..001u1 -.0?538 




















































..*tr**r..Pt‘IOY I FLAP 2 OATA l *t.**.*.* t 2, 
. . . ..corilYUL P",Vl COOROI*AlelJ.... . ..txllP~.LL" 













.I.e7ooo .3549Y .27008 
-l.Q?"OO .SY5?7 .QFl"l 
"2.10500 .IllbSI ..51877 
-2.7OSOO ,532QO ..U27QS 
"3.73000 .339Ql ..bb423 
"3.73000 .SlUQb ..SQ078 
.u,75500 ,3232Y -.50v23 
.u.75500 ,49702 -.lQ168 
.S.bbOOO .312Q3 .22"Ql 
-5.bbOOO .48!11 .TPlbl 
.b.4"000 .3OYOS ..7VQll 
.b.a"1)00 .Ub752 "1.10207 

















.¶I4887 !.‘!0612 .50257 
.7150u 3.52851 .lPQlb 
.llll3 “,b3377 ,877QC 
.I!927 .3374l .53311 
..01011 -.VTbOl 1,0055¶ 
.0"8U3 -.lOVQQ ,b1875 
..QOU6Q ..74svv 1,007b8 
,OUII2U ,137DT ,622bQ 
.00b38 1.073Q1 ,85926 
.203Ul 2.13'121 .bllbB 
".3bO75 "2.ObUO4 .QPlTV 
..Uluo3 -2.53U15 .7"!03 
.795v, 2.39550 .PSlQb 
l.Ob58II 3.50"57 I.l"241 
.71717 ".11331 .2L115 
I.OUO15 .~VO23 .uo375 
.751"0 ".20221 ."8855 
l.Ob5.71 .58?08 .llQOQ 
.724"11 ..~?Sll .13on7 
.970bl .Pv351 .3617b 
.70!73 l.UlPbS .u7521 
.~lP73 2.55207 .7lV87 
.01182 “l.bb~O8 ..57315 




























































































Cf) Page 6, continued. 
Figure B.- Continued. 
......... ..C.." . 2 FLAP I DATA ..: ....... ( U) 
.-.-.~0r14~1~ ~0th.T C.mw,...iEs ..... ..ELTC~N.LL" tvW!Ck" VEL.CIlIES .. 
XCPIJ) VCPIJ) ZCPlJ) UtIlJl 
117 .5.35vvn “7.119,“” 
110 “5.92017 .7.(1950” 
114 .5.0.S013 -b.83DOO 
120 .¶.6113b -8.83000 
121 .4..3"035 -1O.lbS4fl 
122 .5.30255 "lO.lbSOO 
123 .".521b2 .11,"PS"0 


























. ..***r..~RCGION 2 FLAP 2 0171 . . . . . . ..t. f 5, 
. . . ..CONl~OL POtNl C0011DtNAlE3.... . ..CZTCIUALLY 











vEIfJ1 WCIIJl blY”L,V 
.b.49774 -7.4Q500 .SU574 
.b.PlbQI l 7,UQSOO 
-.2uno ..OVP38 -.52135 
,8451b 
.b,lS44U -8.43000 
-.1Olb7 ..13415 -.5952b 
,517lU 
.b.b1212 -3.83000 








-.OUb70 ..OlYbO ".I2242 
-LO.lb¶OO ,756OQ 
.S.U8ll2 
..05313 ..01888 -.1321b 
"ll.UQSOO .UbOOl 
.S.883W 
..OZlbl ..007b8 -.OItbV 
l 11.4Q500 .71173 l .Ollb~ ..01009 -.OIbTb 
l tr*rr**~~IEGIOH 3 PLIP , 0414 .*......e, ( bj 
.-...CONTROL POINl COORD,s,lES.... . ..~xTERYALL" IriDUCEU VELOCI?IES.. 
UCP(Jl VCP(Jt ZCptJl ULItJl VEI(J) rEttJ1 
.U;SbVSb -12.43000 
.4.27287 % 




































If) Page 6, concluded. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
RLFIPEkCL ouA*11111s 
.lVG SPAN. .5 ,114 LF"GW 
J5,0*000 212.5000n b.YlllOO 
a l .lWS? 5;lW 
5 -,21114 5.5115 
b ..21111 S.ISOl 
7 -.32Wl 5,lTQl 
8 ..Jb800 5,ns20 




I2 l .65b8b u.o15* 
13 -.1511a 1.8210 
1Y l .808¶1 1.5718 
1% . ..58571 J.1180 
lb -.eb28b 1.0*31 
*....*.... RCGIOU u::, , 




1 ..21111 .er13 
: 
..2?171 .,L?I 
l .11341 .IWR 
b *,3AIOO .I127 
..*......a RLG,Ow 1 FLAP 2 
LOCAL 




1 -.21311 .Ob13 
1 l .27111 .WII) 
5 l ,12313 .8PIZ 


































..l.t..... REG,ON , FL,, , ,,,.l..t.. 
LUCIL 
11A?10Y V/~rn/Z~ cuom, c C’l0”“.C,~2.c., 
: 
-.11257 l.EI8I .ot101 
-, 15u57 .W48 .w5r3 
3 *.213IU .Qb11 .02582 
: 
..27171 ,821B ,02505 
l .32w1 .BqBR .01YOZ 






































































id page 7. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
LllC&- 
~lAT1UN */(r/Z) CWWD, c 




4 -.bSb6L .919* 
..I****.*" RfE:ou t CLIC t 
LOCAL 




3 -.5806b 1.009.3 
1 ..bSbIM .9YW 
. ..*...... (ICGlON 3 FLIP 1 
LOCAL 




3 ..t.8571 .t011 





























MINO ALOWC VOWI AND MOMENT COCCFIClC~T8 
(Ml'dC COOWJIWATC SVITtM) 
CN* CA* CL* COW C!- 
















IWlVIOUIL CLIP IOI)CL AN" *OVENT COtCCIClCrTt AND LllCITlONt AT NHICH FOI1CEt ICI 
(ILIP COORDIUTE IYtTC*t . rLAr L*L, Irr W,VF CLAW!! 
cw llC(CW) Vf(CNC) CL? VClCbF) cvr X~CCVC) cw .tnw .1715b .Z,LlU72 ..ou6Ja .2.29415 ,00883 .18let ..001no 
.Obbbl .i?YQSl .2,b7Yll ..0219b -l,b751b .00397 .3Ylt* ..003n* 
.ouo17 .tq310 .2,5b5W ..OZ¶l~ .2,1TOY3 ,0018~ .7UY15 ..OOlbI 
.ObYII .owot .t.310116 ..OllPI .Z*3(1046 .005(11 .01(1¶1 ..OOlPI 
.OUO3b .L3IUI .t.u9109 ..OL5Ob .L.UWO~ ,005bI .t2009 ..00116 
.031t5 .tnor3 .I,931W ..011u0 .2,P3lW .ont17 .20013 ..no111 
COMCLLTL CClrFl~u~rTlOr F"RCt ,ND YOMtN, COECC,C,LUT, 
(.lrG CDOI)DIHLTC tVtTE*) 
&a 
CA CD CM CD/(CL.CL) 
.,ooooo ..ooooo ..415UCl ..ooono 
(.c,) page 7, concluded. 
Figure 8.- continued. 
.* . . . . . l . . (b&T 








l .3b100 5.n31w 
l .42atq Y.83OW 
..5OY57 Y.57Wb 






X,CS .OS"OF .2sooo ,YS"!m .c5nro 
I!f, I, 014s 4.u*uus Z.OlPlI I .D?5Sll I."2619 
X,C= ,"WICd .25nPn ."S""" .b5nW 
OFLT. PI!,= J.b"OQS 2.lYPlV I .9>37h ,.'131'1 
x/ta ,*,"-O .25OEO .PZOEII .05nsn 
0fLTb .10. 3.9138? 2.3303n z.n23eo .'.n~'l.J7 
I,C. ,"500" .?5ill-O (YW"fl ,851fiO 
OtLTl ,I". 11.,,'11)7 L.~bOlU E,UbSQ? Z.QhII& 
SK. .owou .25000 .usoon .b5000 
MLTL P/O8 Y.27362 2.573DU ?,UTbRb \.12011 
IX.8 ."5000 .25nnn .Y-lOOO .b5000 
DLLTA P,O. u.2n371 E.hnlu8 2.51510 2.q2u23 
N/Cm .05000 ,25001) ,450tlb .65000 
OLLTA PI'). ",IbTnB 2.51157 2.u7ee7 E.bubl1 
I,C* .05008 .25000 ,450Clfl .05000 
DELI& C/Qm Y.Ol713 2.31350 2.2nq33 I.lTUbU 
IIC. ,050no .25noo .s5000 .65000 
DtLTI P‘Rs 3.817bU Z.ZOlSU T.bbObl l,qbUFb 
N/Cm .05000 ,250SlO .ll5OtlO .hOllO 
DELTA P/R= 3.53Zbt I. qp222 I.71295 I.*5953 
X/Cl .05000 .25000 .USbOO .b5010 
OfLTA C/W 3,tto1* 1.705Tq 1.50321 1 ,UZPll 
SIC. .05000 .25000 .Y5000 .b5000 
OELTA C/OS 2.8Pb30 1 .'iUlTb l.3lbW 1 .ZWIb 
X,C. .05000 .25tlO,l .usnea .6Y000 









I/CS .01000 ,250OO .o5on0 .bSbOO .65mlO 
OELTt */US t,tObtO l.lb151 .P7155 .elbb7 .W3Il 
X/Cm .n5ono .25000 .U5OFO .bSOOr, ..slnan 
DELTA P,[r. 1.7Pbbt .b5ot1 .lBIbl ,752BT .Ilb91 
I/C1 .o5ono .,snaa .YSOOb .65noo .WkDOO 
MLT, PI". 1 .ZPflbT ,b2Ub .5mw .5OYh? .bbfl3b 
;.**.*..t. srs*nr 1 CLAP I . . . . ..l... 
VIIRII) crn*n, c 
-,11257 l.Olb81 IN.. .1250n ,625Ob 
nfLT1 P/O* 15.13b55 0.2aOPb 
..3PJU3 .wc23 I/C= ,129-u ,625bll 
0tI.T. PI"* 15.ILIY3 5.n3.37n 
.,5b.800 .11T21U *,c* .125*e .t.ason 
DLLT, P,f,S. 5..?llblb u.?l?aq 
(h) Page 8. 
Figure 8.- Continued. 
rlcsh cuonol c 
..11t51 1.01151 IfEm .12500 .b2500 
DELTA C/O8 l.WbtO 1.2907t 
9.15Y57 .OPPl~ X/Cm .1t500 .btSOO 
DtLTA C/On 3.28031 Z.OOblt 
l ,t131u .56130 I/C8 ,125oo ,625OO 
DELTA P,D. 3.88tOt t.uo315 
l ,t7171 .52751 r/c- ,125oo .*2500 
DLLTA C/N U.O$OUt t.sou24 
..31lP3 .Bwt3 I,C. .I2500 .b2500 
DLLTA C/O, 1.55335 2.622941 
l .fb800 .17114 X/Cm ,125oo .bZSOO 
DELTA C,Q. 3.50010 2.5551t 
. . . . ..e... "EO,ON L CL., 3 I.."...... 
Vl(Wti CHOlD, C 
..lltsT 1.01881 l/Cl .12500 .btSOO 
DELTA C/Pm 1.41535 .tssw 
.,lSYSI ,PPYTO X/Cm .12500 .btSOO 
DELTA C/W 2.35055 1.221Jb 
-.tl5ll .~blIO X/Cm .12500 .btSOO 
DELTA C/W t.530110 1.tz555 
.,tTlTl .51781 XtCm .1t500 .btSOO 
DELTA C/On 2.575~0 I./O333 
..3tw3 .591t3 X,C. .1t500 .bLSOO 
DELTA P,O. t.Ubb55 1.27671 
.,I6800 .57t74 X/Cm .1t500 .b2500 
DLLTA ?/Om t.3354P 1.107m 
. ..a...,*. IkG,“h 2 7L.D , ..a*.*.... 
*/(B/i!) CWIPO, c 
..a2.52e l.lb03b "IE. ,125OO .62560 
DELTA P‘O. 3.52bZb t.tu150 
..50457 1.0999u ",C. .125@0 .b2500 
DELTA C/0* 2.5Ot27 1 ,OI\"IP 
..5808b I.03583 r,c. .125Ob ,625OO 
DELTA P,u. L.?Zu53 1.7lOb3 
..bSbbb ,979w "IC. ,I2500 .bZSOO 
DELTA P,D. 2.51010 1.5u55~ 
.a.*.*.*.. aCGloN 2 CL&P 2 .**..**.** 
T/18/2) Cw”aD, c 
..u21120 1.13Ofib IIC. ,125OO ,625OO 
DCLTA l ,O. 2.3lbbl .991(11 
..5OUSl l.ObWY r/c- .12500 .btSOO 
DELTA C/Qm t.lWj? .9btbO 
..5108b 1.00153 #,C. ,125Ob ,bZSOO 
DELTI C,O. 2.05538 .n515n 
..bSb8b .ouPou X,CS ,125ou .62500 
DELTA CID. 1 .oa2*5 ,551Ul 
*IfBIt) CHORD, c 
..7331a 1,Olblt II/cm .25000 
DLLTA CIO. I.Ubt.bt 
r,rlOb57 ,9PP38 ",C. .25000 
DELTA PI". l.Y!OU3 
..5vl71 .88Il2 I/C8 .25000 
DELTA .,O. 1.33225 
..Ob2lb .512"7 "IC. .2500" 
DELTA P,O. l.17blO 
(h) Page 8, concluded. 














































.*.t*.*... lCG,ON 1 FLAP , *...****I. 
LOCAl 
111110~ V/(8/2) --- CHnflD; C CNOlu*C/(2aR) 
: 
.,11251 1.018d .IUb25 
..15P57 .PPY8 .1515u 
3 ..2111U ,961) .t5TTt 
: 
..27171 .q271 .ISZbU 
-.323U3 .8912 .13UIO 
b .;3t400 ;s72r ;asqo9 
.*...a..*. RfGIl-lN 1 CLAP 2 ..**.I(*... 
LOCAL 
BTATIOH VflRf2) CWQI), c era*l4.CIrt*LI, 
: 
-.11251 1.Ol.M .UZZllb 
.,15U51 .WYI .0375b 
3 -.213lu .9b13 .OU31b 
(I -.27111 .9218 .OUJJI 
5 ..32313 .DW2 .03'+62 
b ..JbDOO .8?27 .04215 
l t.*.**..* sEG*Dli 1 FLAP 1 l .,*..**** 
LOCAL 
DTbTlOu Y/te/z) CWQD, C CrOl~wCI(E*n) 
: 
-.11257 1.0188 .01703 
..lSU57 .P941) .025u3 
3 ..ZI3lP .qbl3 .O2582 
L1 ..LTl71 .9218 . n2505 
5 -.323‘!3 ;ew2 ;n2ua2 














































































(i) Page 9. 












..5ous7 1 .OP99 
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figure 8.- Continued. 
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